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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction and Goals
This study was initiated in October 2016 with the purpose
of assisting the town of Brookline, its constituents, School
Committee, Board of Selectmen and staﬀ in developing
and analyzing alternative layouts for the town’s ninth K-8
elementary school on the Baldwin site. The need for this
school, including the underlying demography and educational
program intent, is well described elsewhere in the school
departments and school committees various presentations and
publications on the subject.
The charge to the design team was to work with the Town
and its relevant departments to assess the relative feasibility
of alternative design strategies. The Baldwin site was selected
by the Board of Selectmen and School Committee in October
2016. The 9th School is currently anticipated to accommodate
645 students from Pre-K through eighth grade, and to comprise
approximately 142,800 gsf. Please see Chapter 2 for building
program.

1.2 Site Analysis
The Baldwin site consists of two distinct parcels. The ﬁrst, 2.6
acres fronting on Heath Street, is controlled by the school
department and includes a small former elementary school
which is currently being used for a specialty high school
program and as a daycare facility. In addition to the school, this
site also has a small portion dedicated for recreational use and
currently developed as tennis courts. The second parcel, the
Soule Recreation Center, is not part of the site proper, but is
part of the Town of Brookline Parks and Recreation portfolio.
Access to the school department site is currently restricted
to Heath Street; which is experiences signiﬁcant congestion
relating to the Hammond Street intersection. The site includes
complex topography. There are a number of large trees as well
as exposed ledge indicating the presence of ledge throughout
the site below grade. A short private road, Oak Street, serves
several single-family residence abutters and the existing school.
There are also a signiﬁcant number of abutters in single and
multifamily structures to the East and Southwest.
The Soule Recreation Center property includes two large play
ﬁelds, one of which is artiﬁcial which are used extensively

by the community. There is also a signiﬁcant undeveloped
portion to the Northeast which has potential for development
as a shared parking area. This area is accessible from further
east on Heath Street and from Woodland Road, which would
add fewer vehicles to the Hammond Street congestion as
compared to Heath Street access to the new school. The
upper ﬁelds could potentially be shared by a future adjacent
K-8 school, and would beneﬁt from enlargement, and possible
modiﬁcation to artiﬁcial turf. These ﬁelds are not currently
supported by suﬃcient parking, so there is opportunity for
parking improvements to be developed on the Soule property
which would serve the Soule property at its peak usage times
(non-school hours) and also provide parking for the school
during school hours, when community demand for the Soule
playﬁelds is low.

1.3 Process
1.3.1 Meetings and Deliberations
The study process was organized with the structure of regular
meetings with key Brookline staﬀ to discuss the team’s ﬁndings
as well as facilitating information gathering and inputs from
key stakeholders. More formal presentations were made to
both the School Building Committee and School Committee.
In addition there were also presentations at the Brookline High
School and Heath School for public input and commentary.
The collaborative eﬀort across Brookline Departments and
Commissions included meetings with:
• Advisory Committee and related subcommittees (weekly)
• Building Department
• Fire Department
• Parks and Recreation
• Planning Department
• Preservation Commission
• Traﬃc Department
• Net Zero Ninth School Subcommittee of the Climate
Action Committee

1.3.2 Existing Conditions Data Collection
Extensive data gathering and analysis for the Baldwin and Soule
sites has been performed, including:
•
Survey - A formal site survey of the Baldwin site and
portions of the adjacent Soule recreation land was performed
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by Hancock Associates for the purposes of conceptual
conﬁgurations of buildings, structures and site amenities. A
full formal survey of the Soule property will be performed in
Schematic Design. See Appendix.
•
Geotechnical – Subsurface borings were performed at
both the Baldwin and Soule sites to assess the subsurface
soil and groundwater conditions at the site as they relate to
foundation design and construction. Data was collected and
formalized by McPhail Associates into a conceptual Foundation
Engineering Report. It is recommended that the proposed
school building be supported on conventional spread footing
foundations in conjunction with a soil-supported slab-on
grade. Depending upon the location of the proposed school
building and the elevation of the lowest level ﬂoor slab,
bedrock excavation may be required for construction of
footings, slabs-on grade and utilities. Based on the extent of
the bedrock excavation and the quality of the bedrock, shallow
rock excavation may be feasible using mechanical means. A
ﬁnal subsurface exploration program will be conducted in
Schematic Design to obtain supplemental geotechnical
information for the ﬁnal foundation design and foundation
engineering report. For additional detail, please refer to the
appendix of this report.
•
Geoenvironmental - Phase 1 Site Assessments were
performed for both properties by EndPoint Engineers with the
following Findings:
Baldwin: A 5,000-gallon #2 Fuel Oil tank, is located in a
room adjacent to the boiler room, within a block enclosure
at the School, and is reportedly still used for at least one
week each year. The tank is also completely covered by
sand and unable to be visually inspected, and is therefore
considered an underground storage tank (UST). Standard
practice indicates that Additional study is needed to
determine whether any leakage has occurred, or special
remediation measures required.
Soule: The ﬁndings represent a de minimis condition. For
additional detail, please refer to the appendix of this report.
•
Hazardous Materials - Surveys were produced for the
existing Baldwin School, Soule Gym, and Soule Environmental
Education Building by EndPoint Engineers. Suspect ACMs were
observed to be in good condition (intact). The Suspect ACMs
will need to be would need to be sampled, analyzed, and
removed as part of future asbestos abatement activities prior to

any renovation or demolition projects that would disturb those
materials. Visual inspection identiﬁed potential PCB-containing
materials, including window/door glazing and caulking, and
brick or cement joint caulking/grout. These would need to be
sampled and analyzed in order to determine if the materials do
not contain PCBs, prior to any renovation or demolition. For
additional detail, please refer to the appendix of this report.
•
The civil engineering consultant has met with Brookline
Engineering Department to review availability of site utilities.
Initial review suggests that suﬃcient utility infrastructure is
available for the new building. Draft site utility plans will be
reviewed with the Brookline Engineering Department as part of
the Schematic Design process.
•
A Transportation Impact Analysis was developed by
Vanasse and Associates for the site to evaluate on-site traﬃc
proposals as well as neighborhood impacts. In summary,
the proposed site is a good location for a new school and a
safe environment can be maintained with traﬃc conditions
maintained at manageable levels. While the school can be
safely accommodated and will increase delays and queues
during limited period of the day (20-25 minutes at peaks),
improvements will be necessary to minimize the impacts and
enhance safety conditions. For additional detail, please refer to
the appendix of this report.
•
A preliminary Building Code Analysis was developed for
the project, and indicates no unusual constraints for a project
of this type. For additional detail, please refer to the appendix
of this report.
•
An arborist’s review of the existing mature oaks on the
Baldwin site was performed by the Brookline Department of
Public Works to inform the decision to protect and preserve
several of these trees. The assessment included a ground
level inspection and an aerial inspection of the crowns of
these trees. All of the mature red oaks under consideration
for preservation are in good condition. For additional detail,
please refer to the appendix of this report.

1.3.4 Town Department Input
Parks and Recreation
Initial discussions centered on the Baldwin site and the
potential for improving the recreational facilities at the adjacent
Soule playﬁelds which could also be used by the school
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population. In addition a collaborative approach was discussed
which would entail sharing of enlarged and formalized parking
at the Northeast portion of the parks and recreation parcel.
Such shared parking would alleviate frequent overcrowding
of parking areas for recreational access while at the same time
providing oﬀstreet parking for teachers and staﬀ. The architects
presented preliminary alternatives to the Parks and Recreation
Commission on 1/10/17 and 4/4/17.
Brookline Fire Department
The ﬁre department was provided an opportunity to review
the alternative designs for the site, and provided comment on
necessary site access to service the site as well as general town
requirements for equipment access.
Zoning
The Town’s Building Commissioner was consulted on two
occasions. In the ﬁrst meeting general dimensional and usage
restrictions were discussed in regard to evaluating the relative
merits of 3 alternatives. A second meeting was held to review
the alternatives and identify potential concerns, particularly
regarding possible exceptions to height restrictions.
School Committee
Elected committee input was received at 3 joint meetings
of the School Committee. Committee commentary on the
design team’s preliminary draft of the building program and
evaluation matrix were received.

1.4 Community Input
(Note: the following information is on the town’s website:
http://www.brookline.k12.ma.us/Page/1970)
December 12, 2016 - Community Kickoﬀ Meeting
This meeting was cancelled by the town’s Deputy Fire Marshall
due to overcrowding and was rescheduled for January 9, 2017
at the Heath School Auditorium at 100 Eliot Street. Please see
below.
December 14, 2016 - Building Committee Meeting
The Building Committee for the 9th School at Baldwin had
its second meeting on December 14th. During the meeting
the Jonathan Levi Architects discussed design philosophy,
site design, site evaluation and design alternatives. The bulk
of the JLA’s presentation focused on ﬁve preliminary concepts
which allowed the building committee to begin to discuss
the whether a four section or a three section school should
be considered. The committee also discussed community

process and decided to hold two Community Meetings at the
Heath School in January. The January 4th meeting will focus on
traﬃc and access considerations, and the January 9th meeting
will focus more broadly on neighborhood input into building
and site design. The January 9th meeting is the rescheduled
Kickoﬀ Meeting that was originally scheduled for December 12
at the town golf course. The committee scheduled upcoming
committee meetings to be on the second and fourth Tuesdays
each month. The committee also discussed the need to ﬁle a
demolition permit for the Baldwin School with the Board of
Preservation due to the 18 month timeline for considering such
a permit.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
January 4, 2017 - Community Meeting on Traﬃc Concerns
Nearly 150 community members attended the January
4th meeting to hear an update on the traﬃc study being
conducted as part of the Feasibility Phase for the 9th
Elementary School at Baldwin. Jonathan Levi of Jonathan
Levi Architects and traﬃc consultant, Giles Hamm presented,
the scope, guidelines, and intended purpose of the traﬃc
study that is underway. More than 40 people spoke and
asked questions of the architect and the Building Committee
members who attended the meeting. Concerns about safety,
traﬃc, and the need for a transparent and open process related
to the analysis of traﬃc were voiced repeatedly. Community
representatives also requested that the data from the traﬃc
study be shared publicly and with other traﬃc consultants who
have been hired by a group of residents. For a summary of the
public input please follow the link below. This summary has
been shared with all members of the Building Committee for
the 9th School at Baldwin.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
January 9, 2017 - Community Meeting: Kickoﬀ of Feasibility Phase
More than 170 people came to Brookline High School for the
community meeting to kickoﬀ the Feasibility Phase of the 9th
School building project. Superintendent Andrew Bott opened
the meeting with a presentation detailing the longstanding
and ongoing enrollment growth in our public schools, how the
school department has renovated existing schools and leased
space to add 55 classrooms since 2008, and the impact of
growth if a new elementary school is not built. Lead architect
Jonathan Levi explained the work his ﬁrm will do during the
Feasibility Phase and showed ﬁve preliminary concepts that
the Building Committee for the 9th School will consider during
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its January 10 meeting. Mr. Levi also described the site analysis
and design principles which will guide his ﬁrm’s work including
daylighting, creating collaborative spaces, building on a
residential scale, and connecting the physical structure with
the outdoors. 46 community members participated in public
comment providing input and asking questions.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
January 10, 2017 - Building Committee Meeting
The Building Committee for the 9th Elementary School at
Baldwin held its third open meeting. The committee discussed
ﬁve preliminary design concepts, criteria for evaluation of the
designs. and the request for the traﬃc study data to be jointly
reviewed by the traﬃc consultant hired by the architect and
one hired privately by community members. Project Manager
Ray Masak informed the committee that the town’s traﬃc
engineer and the community member’s traﬃc consultant had
exchanged dates and were setting up a meeting to collaborate.
After Jonathan Levi’s presentation on the ﬁve preliminary
design concepts, the committee used the evaluation criteria
to discuss and evaluate them. Discussion included the need
for open space, the importance of building a “green” school
that minimized environmental impact during and after
construction, access to the site, and the educational merits of
each concept. Committee members agreed that the architects
should develop Concepts A, D and E further. You can see all
ﬁve preliminary concepts in the presentation this is linked to
below. Towards the conclusion of the meeting, Committee
Member John Doggett suggested a new design approach that
would be built primarily on Soule Recreation land and would
require a driveway between Heath and Hammond Streets that
would pass underneath the building and include underground
parking.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
January 24, 2017 - Building Committee Meeting
On January 24, the Building Committee had its fourth working
meeting. Jonathan Levy Architects (JLA) reviewed the three
design alternatives the committee chose to pursue during
the January 10 meeting. Discussion included the height of the
proposed building, outdoor playspaces, parking options, and
options for improvements for the Soule Recreation area. JLA
presented preliminary costs of the three design alternatives.
Slides of the initial designs, preliminary costs estimates and an
initial evaluation matrix are included in the presentation that
is linked to below. The committee also reviewed a proposed

schedule for upcoming committee meetings and meetings
with other town boards and commissions. This schedule
is in draft form and is likely to change as this phase of the
project progresses.Project Manager Ray Masak reported to the
committee that on January 18, Vanasse and Associates, the ﬁrm
doing the traﬃc study for the 9th School at Baldwin, met with
representatives of VHB, the traﬃc consultant that is working
with neighborhood representatives. At the January 4th traﬃc
meeting that was held at Heath School, community members
requested that the two ﬁrms meet and work together.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
February 2, 2017 - School Committee Meeting
At their February 2 workshop the School Committee focused
on the 9th School at Baldwin and the Brookline High School
expansion projects. JLA Architects presented the space
summary for a three-section and a four-section elementary
school that represented the rooms and spaces needed based
on the 9th School educational plan. Superintendent Andrew
Bott presented his recommendation for the number of sections
needed in the school. The School Committee discussed at
length the superintendent’s recommendation and will discuss
it further at the February 9 School Committee meeting. (Note:
The February 9 School Committee meeting was cancelled
due to weather so the School Committee will further discuss
Superintendent Bott’s recommendation on February 16.)
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
February 14, 2017 - Building Committee Meeting
The Building Committee for the 9th Elementary School at
Baldwin held its ﬁfth meeting on Tuesday, February 14th. In
addition to the Building Committee, participants included
community members, Jonathan Levi and Philip Gray of
Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA), and Traﬃc Engineer Giles Hamm
of Vanasse and Associates, Inc. Mr. Hamm presented the Traﬃc
Study for the 9th School, starting with the “Traﬃc Impact
Assessment” that included data on traﬃc counts, pedestrian
facilities deﬁciencies, existing wait time and queue lengths
and accident data. The presentation highlighted accessibility
to the proposed school via surrounding roads and sidewalks,
pedestrian improvement, bicycle considerations, transit usage,
busing of students, a drop-oﬀ/pick-up traﬃc management
plan, a construction management plan, and traﬃc monitoring
(to be done three months after opening and annually). Overall,
the qualitative assessment concluded that Baldwin is a good
site for the new school. Discussion following the Traﬃc Study
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presentation included topics such as busing in Brookline and
the ongoing collaboration between Parks and Recreation
and PSB. The committee also took comments and answered
questions from community members attending the meeting.
The committee then scheduled a Community Open House to
allow the public to have a full update on the project, engage in
dialogue with the Building Committee Members and provide
input. This meeting is scheduled for March 6, 2017 at 7:00 p.m.
with the location still to be determined.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
February 28, 2017 - Building Committee Meeting
The Building Committee for the 9th Elementary School
at Baldwin met on Tuesday, February 28th to continue
discussing design alternatives. David Pollak reported to the
Building Committee that, based on Superintendent Bott’s
recommendation, the School Committee voted in favor of
a 3-section PK-8 school that includes a district-wide special
education program and a district-wide English language
learner program. Taking into consideration community
concerns on building size, future school assignment
boundaries, and traﬃc the proposed 3-section school will add
students geographically as a 3-section while having 100 fewer
students than a full 4-section school. Mr. Pollak also explained
that including the district-wide programs will help alleviate
the overcrowding in at least two other K-8 schools while
providing some cost savings and future ﬂexibility. Following
the brief discussion on the School Committee decision,
Jonathan Levi and Philip Gray of Jonathan Levi Architects
(JLA) presented three design alternatives: Option A, Option
D, and Option E. While discussing these options, committee
members raised questions about student drop oﬀ, car access
to the site, and parking, and requested further details on
traﬃc ﬂow. During this preliminary discussion, committee
members expressed support for Option D. Toward the end of
the meeting, community members were also able to provide
input, ask questions, and voice concerns. In addition to traﬃc
considerations, the topic of student reassignment was also
brought up, and it was noted that current reassignment criteria
can be found on the school district’s website. An “open house”
format public meeting will be held on Monday, March 6th
in the Heath School Cafeteria from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. so
the Building Committee can continue to get public input on
the design alternatives before making a ﬁnal decision on a
preferred design.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials

March 6, 2017 - Community Open House Meeting
On Monday, March 6th, more than 100 community members
participated in the 9th Elementary School Open House at
the Heath School Cafeteria. The meeting began with a brief
introduction from Superintendent Bott and a presentation by
JLA Architects, then moved into an “open house” environment
in which participants visited “stations” on a variety of topics.
The Open House format allowed for community members to
engage in direct conversation with the Building Committee
members, School Committee members, members of the
School Committee, Jonathan Levi and Philip Gray from JLA
Architects, traﬃc engineer Giles Hamm, Parks and Recreation
representatives, and School Department leaders. Unlike a
typical public hearing, the Open House allowed for more
community members to participate, get answers to their
individual questions, and create a better understanding of
where in the process the project stands. The stations included
the following: Design Alternative “A”, Design Alternative “D”,
and Design Alternative “E”; Why Brookline Needs a New School;
the Traﬃc Study; Soule Recreation Center Improvements; and
Student Assignment. Community members were also oﬀered
the opportunity to submit written comments, as well as signup for electronic communication about the building project
and future meetings.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
March 28, 2017 - Building Committee Meeting
The School Building Committee voted unanimously to proceed
with Design Alternative “D”.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
April 4, 2017 - Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
JLA presented alternative proposals for Soule parking access,
grading, and improvements.
Please See Appendix for Presentation Materials
April 6, 2017 - School Committee Meeting
Brookline School Committee voted unanimously to proceed
with Design Alternative “D”.
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1.5 LEED Scorecards
The Town of Brookline currently requires that the new school
be LEED Silver certiﬁable as a minimum, but is interested in
understanding the potential to build to a Platinum level, and
possibly to meet the criteria for Net Zero Emissions. To that
end, JLA’s LEED consultant The Green Engineer has developed
alternative LEED scorecards for the 2 diﬀerent approaches so as
to initiate a comparative analysis.

LEED for Schools v4
Project Scorecard
Project Name: Brookline Ninth Elementary School - Typical MSBA Approach
Project Address: Heath Street, Brookline, MA
Date Updated: March 30, 2017
Yes

?

No

Phase

54 23 33
Yes

?

No

1

0

0

D 1

Credit 1

Yes

?

No

8

3

4

D

x

D 1
D

Integrative Process

1

Integrative Process

1

Location & Transportation

15

Credit 1

LEED for Neighborhood Development Location

15

Credit 2

Sensitive Land Protection

1

2

Credit 3

High Priority Site

2

1

Credit 4

Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses

5

1

Credit 5

Access to Quality Transit

4

Credit 6

Bicycle Facilities

1

D 1

Credit 7

Reduced Parking Footprint

1

D 1

Credit 8

Green Vehicles

1

D 2

2

D 3
D

C
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

1

Yes

?

No

5

4

3

Y
Y
1

Prereq 1

1

1
1

3

Prereq 2
Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4

2
1

Credit 5
Credit 6

1
1

Credit 7
Credit 8

Yes

?

No

4

1

7

Y
Y
Y
1

Sustainable Sites

1

12

Construction Activity Pollution Prevention
Environmental Site Assessment
Site Assessment
Site Development - Protect or Restore Habitat
Open Space
Rainwater Management
Heat Island Reduction
Light Pollution Reduction
Site Master Plan
Joint Use of Facilities

Water Efficiency
Prereq 1
Prereq 2
Prereq 3
Credit 1

Required
Required
1
2
1
3
2
1
1
1

12

Outdoor Water Use Reduction
Indoor Water Use Reduction
Building-level Water Metering
Outdoor Water Use Reduction

Required
Required
Required
2
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D 2

1

D
D 1
Yes

4

Credit 2

Indoor Water Use Reduction

7

2

Credit 3

Cooling Tower Water Use
Water Metering

2

Credit 4

?

No

Energy & Atmosphere

14 6 11
C
D
D
D
C
D

Y
Y
Y
Y
3 2
11

D
C
D

1

Credit 4

Fundamental Commissioning and Verification
Minimum Energy Performance
Building-level Energy Metering
Fundamental Refrigerant Management
Enhanced Commissioning
Optimize Energy Performance
6% Improvement in Energy Performance
8% Improvement in Energy Performance
10% Improvement in Energy Performance
12% Improvement in Energy Performance
14% Improvement in Energy Performance
16% Improvement in Energy Performance
18% Improvement in Energy Performance
20% Improvement in Energy Performance
22% Improvement in Energy Performance
24% Improvement in Energy Performance
x 26% Improvement in Energy Performance
29% Improvement in Energy Performance
32% Improvement in Energy Performance
35% Improvement in Energy Performance
38% Improvement in Energy Performance
42% Improvement in Energy Performance
Advanced Energy Metering
Demand Response
Renewable Energy Production
1% Renewable Energy
5% Renewable Energy
10% Renewable Energy

Prereq 1
Prereq 2
Prereq 3
Prereq 4

1
5

1

Credit 1
Credit 2

Credit 3

2
3

Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 2
Credit 3

D

1

Credit 6

Enhanced Refrigerant Management

C

2

Credit 7

Green Power and Carbon Offsets

Credit 7
Credit 8
Yes

?

No

6

1

6

50% Total Energy Addressed by Green Power, RECs +/or Offsets
100% Total Energy Addressed by Green Power, RECs +/or Offsets

Materials & Resources

31
Required
Required
Required
Required
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1
2
1
2
3
1

1
2

13

D Y

Prereq 1

Storage & Collection of Recyclables

Required

C Y

Prereq 2

Construction and Demolition Waste Management Planning

Required

Building Life-cycle Impact Reduction

C 3

2

Credit 1

C 1

1

Credit 2

2
1

Credit 3
Credit 4

C
C

1

Building Product Disclosure and Optimization-Environmental Product

Declarations

Building Product Disclosure and Optimization-Sourcing of Raw Matls.
Building Product Disclosure and Optimization-Material Ingredients

5
2
2
2

C 2

D
D
D
D
C

Credit 5

Yes

?

No

8

6

2

Y
Y
Y
1 1
1 1

Construction and Demolition Waste Management

Indoor Environmental Quality

2

16

C 1
C 2

Credit 3
Credit 4

Minimum IAQ Performance
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control
Minimum Acoustical Performance
Enhanced IAQ Strategies
Low-Emitting Materials
Y Three of seven compliant categories
M Five of seven compliant categories
N Six of seven compliant categories
Construction IAQ Management Plan
IAQ Assessment

D 1

Credit 5

Thermal Comfort

1

Credit 6

Interior Lighting
Daylight
Quality Views
Acoustic Performance

2

Innovation

6

Innovation in Design: To be determined
Innovation in Design: To be determined
Innovation in Design: To be determined
Innovation in Design: To be determined
Innovation in Design: TBD Pilot
LEED Accredited Professional

1

Regional Priority Credits - earn up to 4 points

4

D 1
D
D 1
D

D
D
D
C
C
C

Prereq 1
Prereq 2
Prereq 3
Credit 1

1

1
3

Credit 2

Credit 7
Credit 8

1

Yes

?

No

6

0

0

1
1
1
1
1
1

Credit 9

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 6

Yes

?

No

2

2

0

Required
Required
Required
2
1
2
3
1
2

3
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Zip code: 02445
1
1
1
1
1
1
Yes

?

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 6

Renewable Energy Production (2pt / 3%)
High Priority Site (2 pts)
Rainwater Management (2 pts)
Building Life-Cycle Impact Reduction (2pts)
Optimize Energy Performance (8pts)
Indoor Water Use Reduction (4 pts)

1
1
1
1

No

54 23 33

110
Project Totals (Certification Estimates)
Certified: 40-49 points, Silver: 50-59 points, Gold: 60-79 points, Platinum: 80+ points
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LEED for Schools v4
Project Scorecard
Project Name: Brookline Ninth Elementary School - Platinum NZE
Project Address: Heath Street, Brookline, MA
Date Updated: March 30, 2017
Yes

?

No

Phase

83 5 22
Yes

?

No

1

0

0

D 1

Credit 1

Yes

?

No

9

2

4

D

x

D 1
D

Integrative Process

1

Integrative Process

1

Location & Transportation

15

Credit 1

LEED for Neighborhood Development Location

15

Credit 2

Sensitive Land Protection

1

2

Credit 3

High Priority Site

2

1

Credit 4

Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses

5

1

Credit 5

Access to Quality Transit

4

D 1

Credit 6

Bicycle Facilities

1

D 1

Credit 7

Reduced Parking Footprint

1

D 1

Credit 8

Green Vehicles

1

D 2

2

D 3

Yes

C
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

?

No

10 0

2

Y
Y
1
1

Prereq 1

1
1

3
2
1
1
1

Prereq 2
Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 6
Credit 7
Credit 8

Yes

?

No

7

0

5

Y
Y
Y
2

Sustainable Sites
Construction Activity Pollution Prevention
Environmental Site Assessment
Site Assessment
Site Development - Protect or Restore Habitat
Open Space
Rainwater Management
Heat Island Reduction
Light Pollution Reduction
Site Master Plan
Joint Use of Facilities

Water Efficiency
Prereq 1
Prereq 2
Prereq 3
Credit 1

Outdoor Water Use Reduction
Indoor Water Use Reduction
Building-level Water Metering
Outdoor Water Use Reduction

12
Required
Required
1
2
1
3
2
1
1
1

12
Required
Required
Required
2

D 4

3

Credit 2

Indoor Water Use Reduction

7

D
D 1

2

Credit 3

Cooling Tower Water Use
Water Metering

2

Yes

C
D
D
D
C
D

Credit 4

?

No

26 2

3

Y
Y
Y
Y
5
16

D
C
D 3

Energy & Atmosphere

Credit 4
Credit 6

Enhanced Refrigerant Management

1

Credit 7

Green Power and Carbon Offsets
50% Total Energy Addressed by Green Power, RECs +/or Offsets
X 100% Total Energy Addressed by Green Power, RECs +/or Offsets

1

Prereq 2
Prereq 3
Prereq 4
Credit 1
Credit 2

1

Credit 3

2

Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 2
Credit 3

D

1

C 2

Credit 7
Credit 8
Yes

?

No

6

1

6

31

Fundamental Commissioning and Verification
Minimum Energy Performance
Building-level Energy Metering
Fundamental Refrigerant Management
Enhanced Commissioning
Optimize Energy Performance
6% Improvement in Energy Performance
8% Improvement in Energy Performance
10% Improvement in Energy Performance
12% Improvement in Energy Performance
14% Improvement in Energy Performance
16% Improvement in Energy Performance
18% Improvement in Energy Performance
20% Improvement in Energy Performance
22% Improvement in Energy Performance
24% Improvement in Energy Performance
26% Improvement in Energy Performance
29% Improvement in Energy Performance
32% Improvement in Energy Performance
35% Improvement in Energy Performance
38% Improvement in Energy Performance
x 42% Improvement in Energy Performance
Advanced Energy Metering
Demand Response
Renewable Energy Production
1% Renewable Energy
5% Renewable Energy
X 10% Renewable Energy

Prereq 1

1

1

Materials & Resources

Required
Required
Required
Required
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1
2
1
2
3

2

13

D Y

Prereq 1

Storage & Collection of Recyclables

Required

C Y

Prereq 2

Construction and Demolition Waste Management Planning

Required

Building Life-cycle Impact Reduction

C 3

2

Credit 1

C 1

1

Credit 2

C
C
C 2

2
1

Credit 3
Credit 4

1

Credit 5

5

Building Product Disclosure and Optimization-Environmental Product

Declarations

Building Product Disclosure and Optimization-Sourcing of Raw Matls.
Building Product Disclosure and Optimization-Material Ingredients
Construction and Demolition Waste Management

2
2
2
2
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Yes

D
D
D
D
C

?

No

14 0

2

Y
Y
Y
2
2

Indoor Environmental Quality

16

C 1
C 2

Credit 3
Credit 4

Minimum IAQ Performance
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control
Minimum Acoustical Performance
Enhanced IAQ Strategies
Low-Emitting Materials
Y Three of seven compliant categories
Y Five of seven compliant categories
N Six of seven compliant categories
Construction IAQ Management Plan
IAQ Assessment

D 1

Credit 5

Thermal Comfort

1

D 2
D 3
D 1
D

Credit 6

Interior Lighting
Daylight
Quality Views
Acoustic Performance

2

Innovation

6

Innovation in Design: To be determined
Innovation in Design: To be determined
Innovation in Design: To be determined
Innovation in Design: To be determined
Innovation in Design: TBD Pilot
LEED Accredited Professional

1

Regional Priority Credits - earn up to 4 points

4

D
D
D
C
C
C

Prereq 1
Prereq 2
Prereq 3
Credit 1

1

Credit 2

Credit 7
Credit 8

1

Yes

?

No

6

0

0

1
1
1
1
1
1

Credit 9

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 6

Yes

?

No

4

0

0

Required
Required
Required
2
1
2
3
1
2

3
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Zip code: 02445
1
1
1
1
1
1
Yes

?

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 6

Renewable Energy Production (2pt / 3%)
High Priority Site (2 pts)
Rainwater Management (2 pts)
Building Life-Cycle Impact Reduction (2pts)
Optimize Energy Performance (8pts)
Indoor Water Use Reduction (4 pts)

1
1
1
1

No

83 5 22

110
Project Totals (Certification Estimates)
Certified: 40-49 points, Silver: 50-59 points, Gold: 60-79 points, Platinum: 80+ points

1.7 Building System Narratives
Garcia, Galuska & DeSousa Engineers have developed
preliminary narratives for HVAC, Plumbing, Fire Protection,
Electrical, and Technology systems for initial review and cost
estimating purposes.
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HVAC SYSTEMS
NARRATIVE REPORT
The following is the HVAC system narrative, which defines the scope of work and capacities of the HVAC
system as well as the Basis of Design. The HVAC systems shall be designed and constructed for LEED
for Schools v4 where indicated on this narrative.
1.

CODES
All work installed under Division 230000 shall comply with the State of Massachusetts Building
Code and all local, IBC 2012, IECC 2015 and IMC 2012 with MA Amendments, county, and
federal codes, laws, statutes, and authorities having jurisdiction.

2.

DESIGN INTENT
The work of Division 230000 is described within the narrative report. The HVAC project scope of
work shall consist of providing new HVAC equipment and systems as described here within. All
new work shall consist of furnishing all materials, equipment, labor, transportation, facilities, and
all operations and adjustments required for the complete and operating installation of the Heating,
Ventilating and Air Conditioning work and all items incidental thereto, including commissioning
and testing.

3.

BASIS OF DESIGN: (MASS CODE)
Project weather and Code temperature values are listed herein based on weather data values as
determined from ASHRAE weather data tables and the International Energy Conservation Code.
Outside: Winter 5 deg. F, Summer 91 deg. F DB 74 deg. F WB
Inside: 70 deg. F +/- 2 deg. F for heating, 75 deg. F +/- 2 deg. F (55% RH) for cooling for areas
with air conditioning, 78 deg. F +/- 2 deg. F (<60% RH) for areas with
displacement/dehumidification*(see note below). Unoccupied temperature setback will be
provided (60 deg. F heating (adj.), 85 deg. F cooling/dehumidification (adj.).
Outside air is provided at the rate in accordance with ASHRAE guide 62.1-2010 and the
International Mechanical Code as a minimum. All occupied areas will be designed to maintain
800 PPM carbon dioxide maximum.

4.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A.

Central Heating Plants: LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & Ec2
Heating for the entire building will be through the use of a high efficiency gas-fired
condensing boiler plant.
The new boiler plant shall be provided with (3) 2,500 MBH input high efficiency boilers
and (2) end suction base mounted pumps primary and standby with a capacity of 540
gpm each will be located in the mechanical room. Boilers shall each be sized for
approximately 50% of the building heating load. In addition to new boilers and pumps,
new hot water accessories including air separators and expansion tanks shall be
provided.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
TEL 508-998-5700
FAX 508-998-0883
email: info@g-g-d.com
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The boiler plant will supply heating hot water to heating equipment and systems located
throughout the building through a two-pipe fiberglass insulated schedule 40 black steel
and copper piping system. The boiler plant shall supply a maximum hot water
temperature of 160 deg F on a design heating day and the hot water supply water
temperature will be adjusted downward based on an outside temperature reset schedule
to improve the overall operating efficiency of the power plants. Primary and standby end
suction base mounted pumps will be provided with variable frequency drives for variable
volume flow through the water distribution system for improved energy efficiency.
The hot water system will consist of a 35% propylene glycol solution. A glycol make-up
feed unit system shall be provided.
Combustion air for each boiler will be directly ducted to each boiler through a galvanized
ductwork distribution system. Venting from each boiler shall be through separate double
wall aluminized stainless steel (AL29-4C) vent system and shall discharge approximately
12 feet above the roof level. Final venting height will be depending on the location of
building intake air locations and adjacent roofs.
B.

Central Cooling Plant: LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2
A high efficiency central chilled water cooling plant consisting of a (3) 75-ton high
efficiency “Turbo-cor” or “Mag-Lev” (oil-less compressor design) water cooled chillers
(total plant capacity of 225 tons), primary and standby chilled water pumps with VFDs,
each with a capacity of 540 gpm, accessories, controls and steel and copper piping
distribution system shall be provided to serve chilled water cooling HVAC equipment
located throughout the building.
An induced draft counter-flow cooling tower system, consisting of (2) two open cell
induced draft cooling towers, equipped with filtration and chemical treatment system and
condenser water pump set and controls shall be provided as part of the chilled water
system.

C.

Classroom Heating and Ventilation (General Classrooms, Science, Art & Music, SPED,
Vocational & Technology Classrooms):
LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2 & 3, IEQp1 & 3, IEQc1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 9
It is proposed that new displacement ventilation systems are installed to serve the
building’s Classroom areas under this Option.
New air handling units with supply and return fan with VFDs, dual energy recovery
wheels, hot water heating and chilled water cooling with modulating capacity control, and
MERV 13 filtration will be provided to serve a new displacement ventilation system.
Supply air will be provided to the space through new insulated, galvanized steel supply
duct distribution system and shall be connected to wall mounted displacement ventilation
diffusers located within the classrooms. Return air will be drawn back to the units by
ceiling return air registers located within the classroom and will be routed back to the air
handling unit by an insulated galvanized sheetmetal return air ductwork distribution
system. Supplemental hot water fin tube radiation or ceiling radiant heating will be
provided along exterior walls.
Each classroom will be provided with a variable air volume terminal box and CO2 sensor
for demand ventilation control.
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It is estimated that the air handling equipment with the capacity of 55,000 CFM (200 tons
cooling), 1,850 MBH heating will be required to serve the Classroom areas:
Displacement Ventilation:
The displacement ventilation system for the classroom wings are intended to provide a
maximum cooling temperature during peak cooling periods of approximately 78 deg. F,
however, the ventilation air provided will be extremely dry which will be the result of
utilizing cooling equipment to reduce vapor pressure to an extremely low condition of
approximately 50 grains of moisture per pound of air and reheating the air to a supply
temperature of approximately 68 deg. F which will be distributed to each space. The
extremely dry condition of the supply air provides the perception of a condition that is
cooler than is actually occurring due to the evaporation of moisture to the adjacent air
from the occupants of the space.
Considering maximum cooling requirements occur primarily during the months of July
and August when the majority of the academic areas are not in use, it would suggest
maintaining slightly higher temperatures may not present a discomfit, however, will relate
to a substantial operating cost savings and a reduced installation cost.
An additional major benefit of utilizing dry air within the building will be the overall
reduction of vapor pressure typically present in outside ventilation air during summer
months. This reduction in vapor pressure will dramatically reduce the amount of moisture
entering the building and the potential of condensation resulting in moisture, and a direct
relationship with the formation of mold.
Classrooms Requiring Full Air Conditioning:
Classrooms that require full air conditioning will be provided with supplemental cooling
active chilled beam induction units.
D.

Gymnasium (Partial AC/Dehumidification):
LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2 & 3, IEQp1 & 3, IEQc1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 9
The gymnasium will be served by an air handling unit of the recirculation design. The
unit will be approximately 7,500 CFM and will include supply and return fans with VFDs,
400 MBH heating and 25 Ton cooling with modulating capacity control, MERV 13
filtration, and carbon dioxide controls which will reduce outside air as allowed maintaining
a maximum of 800 PPM. Supply air ventilation will be provided to the space through
galvanized steel supply duct with high capacity ceiling mounted diffusers to project the air
to the floor. As levels of carbon dioxide drop generally relating to a reduction in
population a variable frequency drive located in each air-handling unit will modulate to
reduce airflow and ventilation while always maintaining a maximum of 800 ppm. Return
air will be drawn back to the air handling unit by a low wall return air register.
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E.

Public Gymnasium (Partial AC/Dehumidification):
LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2 & 3, IEQp1 & 3, IEQc1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 9
The gymnasium will be served by an air handling unit of the recirculation design. The
unit will be approximately 4,800 CFM and will include supply and return fans with VFDs,
280 MBH heating and 17 Ton cooling with modulating capacity control, MERV 13
filtration, and carbon dioxide controls which will reduce outside air as allowed maintaining
a maximum of 800 PPM. Supply air ventilation will be provided to the space through
galvanized steel supply duct with high capacity ceiling mounted diffusers to project the air
to the floor. As levels of carbon dioxide drop generally relating to a reduction in
population a variable frequency drive located in each air-handling unit will modulate to
reduce airflow and ventilation while always maintaining a maximum of 800 ppm. Return
air will be drawn back to the air handling unit by a low wall return air register.

F.

Administration Areas (Air Conditioned):
LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2 & 3, IEQp1 & 3, IEQc1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 9
Spatial heating and air-conditioning for the Administration areas will be served by
horizontal ceiling concealed type ducted 4-pipe heating and cooling active chilled beam
induction units with hot water and chilled water for the induction unit system provided by
the individual hot water and chilled water central recirculation piping system
communicating with the boiler and chilled water power plants.
The air handling unit will have a capacity of approximately 2,500 CFM and will include
supply and return fan with VFDs, 135 MBH hot water heating section with modulating
capacity control, MERV 13 filtration, 10 ton capacity chilled water cooling section, and
exhaust air energy recovery wheel. Supply air ventilation will be provided to each space
that will satisfy building code requirements based on population.

G.

Media Center (Air Conditioned):
LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2 & 3, IEQp1 & 3, IEQc1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 9
The Media Center will be provided with an air-handling unit capable of providing 100%
outside air and variable air volume operation. The AHU-5 unit will be approximately 4,000
CFM and will include supply and return fan with VFDs, 200 MBH hot water heating
section with modulating capacity control, MERV 13 filtration, 15 ton capacity chilled water
cooling section, and exhaust air energy recovery wheel. Supply air ventilation will be
provided to each space which will satisfy building code requirements based on
population. It is proposed that spatial heating and air-conditioning for zones will be
provided by horizontal ceiling concealed type ducted 4-pipe heating and cooling active
chilled beam induction units. Ventilation air to these perimeter areas will be provided by
the associated air handling ventilation unit, with hot water and chilled water for the
induction unit system provided by the individual hot water and chilled water central
recirculation piping system communicating with the boiler and chilled water power plants.
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H.

Cafeteria and Staff Lunch Areas (Air Conditioned):
LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2 & 3, IEQp1 & 3, IEQc1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 9
The Cafeteria area will be served by an air-handling unit capable of providing 100%
outside air. The units will be approximately 5,500 CFM and will include supply and return
fan with VFDs, 320 MBH hot water heating section with modulating capacity control,
MERV 13 filtration, 17-ton chilled water cooling section, and exhaust air energy recovery
wheel. Supply air ventilation will be provided to each space through galvanized steel
supply duct that will connect to floor level displacement diffuser distribution which will
satisfy building code requirements based on population. In addition, carbon dioxide
controls will be installed which will monitor the overall level of carbon dioxide at a
threshold level of 800 ppm. As levels drop generally relating to a reduction in population
the air-handling unit outside air damper will modulate to reduce airflow and ventilation
while always maintaining a maximum of 800 ppm. Return air will be drawn back to the
units by ceiling mounted return air registers.

I.

Kitchen (Heating/Partial AC Dehumidification):
LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2 & 3, IEQp1 & 3, IEQc1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 9
The kitchen areas shall be provided with a kitchen exhaust fan from a new kitchen
exhaust air fan system. It is estimated that a kitchen exhaust fan system with a capacity
of 6,000 CFM is required. The kitchen will be heated and provided with make-up air from
a 5,500 CFM make-up air handling unit equipped with hot water heating for heating and
chilled water cooling for dehumidification control.
A variable volume kitchen exhaust hood control system consisting of kitchen exhaust
stack temperature and smoke density sensors, supply and exhaust fan variable speed
drives and associated controller will be provided by the kitchen equipment vendor. This
system installation shall be field installed and coordinated with the ATC and Electrical
contractors.

J.

Auditorium (Air Conditioned):
LEED for Schools Credit Ep2 & 4, Ec2 & 3, IEQp1 & 3, IEQc1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 9
The Auditorium will be served by an air-handling unit capable of providing 100% outside
air. The units will be approximately 7,500 CFM and will include supply and return fan
with VFDs, 380 MBH hot water heating section with modulating capacity control, MERV
13 filtration, 25-ton chilled water cooling section, and exhaust air energy recovery wheel.
Supply air ventilation will be provided to each space through galvanized steel supply duct
that will connect to floor level displacement diffuser distribution which will satisfy building
code requirements based on population. In addition, carbon dioxide controls will be
installed which will monitor the overall level of carbon dioxide at a threshold level of 800
ppm. As levels drop generally relating to a reduction in population the air-handling unit
outside air damper will modulate to reduce airflow and ventilation while always
maintaining a maximum of 800 ppm. Return air will be drawn back to the units by ceiling
mounted return air registers.

K.

Lobby, Corridor, and Entry Way Heating:
New hot water convectors, cabinet unit heaters and fin tube radiation heating equipment
shall be installed to provide heating to these areas. Corridors shall be ventilated from
adjacent air handling unit systems.
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L.

Custodial Support Areas:
Custodial support areas will be heated and ventilated by a heating and ventilation unit.
Storage areas will be heated by radiation heating equipment. Horizontal type unit
heaters will heat areas adjacent to the loading dock. All custodial closets will be
exhausted by exhaust air fan systems.

M.

Utility Areas:
Utility areas will be provided with exhaust air fan systems for ventilation, and will typically
be heated with horizontal type ceiling suspended unit heaters.
The main IDF room will be air conditioned by high efficiency ductless AC cooling units.

N.

Testing, Adjusting, Balancing & Commissioning:
All new HVAC systems shall be tested, adjusted, balanced and commissioned as part of
the project scope.

O.

Automatic Temperature Controls – Building Energy Management System:
A new DDC (direct digital control) automatic temperature control and building energy
management system shall be installed to control and monitor building HVAC systems.
Energy metering shall be installed to monitor the energy usage of building HVAC systems
and utilities (fuel, gas, water).
Lighting control and door access control system shall be integrated into the BMS system.
The control system shall be as manufactured by Johnson Controls (Metasys), Siemens
(Apogee) or Delta Controls.

5.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS:
A.

B.

The mechanical contractor shall provide testing of the following systems with the owner
and owner’s representative present:
1.

Hot Water Boiler plant system

2.

Chilled water plant system

3.

Air handling unit systems including all indoor air handling systems and exhaust
air systems

4.

Terminal heating and cooling devices

5.

Automatic temperature control and building energy management system

Testing reports shall be submitted to the engineer for review and approval before
providing to the owner.
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6.

OPERATION MANUALS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS: When the project is completed, the
mechanical contractor shall provide operation and maintenance manuals to the owner.

7.

RECORD DRAWINGS AND CONTROL DOCUMENTS: When the project is completed, an asbuilt set of drawings, showing all mechanical system requirements from contract and addendum
items will be provided to the owner.

8.

COMMISSIONING: The project shall be commissioned per Section 018000 of the specifications.

9.

PHASING REQUIREMENTS:
During all Phases of Construction, the following SMACNA IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Building
Under Construction, 2007shall be meet to maintain proper indoor air quality with in the occupied
areas. Areas to remain occupied shall be positively pressured in relationship to the construction
zone to prevent constitution debris from entering the occupied areas. Construction areas shall be
exhausted to prevent construction debris from entering the occupied areas. All return grilles shall
be covered with MERV-8 filter media, all fresh air supply units shall be provided with MERV-13
media and all filter media shall be changed on a regular basis in accordance with SMACNA IAQ
Guidelines to maintain the IAQ with in the occupied areas.
All new ductwork shall be installed per SMACNA guidelines for “Duct Cleanliness for New
Construction Guidelines”. A high level of indoor air quality shall be maintained throughout the
duration of the project construction phase.
Testing, Balancing and Commissioning: A complete HVAC system Testing and Balancing,
encompassing all HVAC systems and equipment installed during that phase shall be performed
at the completion of each phase. Once all phases are completed a complete testing and
balancing report shall be issued which shall require the balancing contractor to re-balance the
entire system as a whole and modify systems as required.
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PLUMBING SYSTEMS
NARRATIVE REPORT
The following is the Plumbing system narrative, which defines the scope of work and capacities of the
Plumbing system as well as the Basis of Design. The Plumbing Systems shall be designed and
constructed for LEED for Schools where indicated on this narrative.
1.

CODES
A.

2.

DESIGN INTENT
A.

3.

4.

All work installed under Section 220000 shall comply with the MA Building Code, MA
Plumbing Code and all state, county, and federal codes, laws, statutes, and authorities
having jurisdiction.

All work is new and consists of furnishing all materials, equipment, labor, transportation,
facilities, and all operations and adjustments required for the complete and operating
installation of the Plumbing work and all items incidental thereto, including commissioning
and testing.

GENERAL
A.

The Plumbing Systems that will serve the project are cold water, hot water, tempered
water, sanitary waste and vent system, grease waste system, special waste system,
storm drain system, and natural gas.

B.

The Building will be serviced by Municipal water and Municipal sewer system.

C.

All Plumbing in the building will conform to Accessibility Codes and to Water Conserving
sections of the Plumbing Code.

DRAINAGE SYSTEM
A.

Soil, Waste, and Vent piping system is provided to connect to all fixtures and equipment.
System runs from 10 feet outside building and terminates with stack vents through the
roof.

B.

A separate Grease Waste System starting with connection to an exterior concrete grease
interceptor running thru the kitchen and servery area fixtures and terminating with a vent
terminal through the roof. Point of use grease interceptors are to be provided at
designated kitchen fixtures. The grease interceptor is provided under Division 33 scope.

C.

Storm Drainage system is provided to drain all roofs with roof drains piped through the
building to a point 10 feet outside the building.

D.

Drainage system piping will be service weight cast iron piping; hub and spigot with
gaskets for below grade; no hub with gaskets, bands and clamps for above grade 2 in.
and larger. Waste and vent piping 1-1/2 in. and smaller will be type ‘L’ copper.

E.

A separate Special Waste System shall be provided starting with a connection to an
interior limestone chip acid neutralizer, running thru the building to collect science
classroom fixtures and terminating with vent terminals through the roof. Special Waste
and Vent piping will be Schedule 40 electric heat fused polypropylene piping, fittings and
traps, flame retardant above grade and non-flame retardant below ground.

TEL 508-998-5700

FAX 508-998-0883

email: info@g-g-d.com
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5.

6.

7.

WATER SYSTEM
A.

New 4 inch domestic water service from the municipal water system will be provided. A
meter and backflow preventer will be provided.

B.

Cold water distribution main is provided. Non-freeze wall hydrants with integral back flow
preventers are provided along the exterior of the building.

C.

Domestic hot water heating will be provided with a combination of two gas fired, high
efficiency, condensing water heaters (600,000 BTUH total input), with separate storage
tank (300 gallon). System is to be equipped with thermostatically controlled mixing
devices to control water temperature to the fixtures.

D.

A pump will re-circulate hot water from the piping system. Water temperature will be 120
deg. to serve general use fixtures. A 140 deg. F hot water will be supplied to the kitchen
dishwasher.

E.

Water piping will be type ‘L’ copper with wrot copper sweat fittings, silver solder or pressfit system. All piping will be insulated with 1 in. thick high density fiberglass.

GAS SYSTEM
A.

Natural gas service will be provided for the building and will serve the boilers, domestic
water heaters, kitchen cooking equipment, roof top equipment and generator.

B.

Gas piping will be Schedule 40 black steel pipe with threaded gas pattern malleable
fittings for 2 in. and under and butt welded fittings for 2-1/2 in. and larger.

FIXTURES LEED for Schools Credit WEp1 & WEc3
A.

Furnish and install all fixtures, including supports, connections, fittings, and any
incidentals to make a complete installation.

B.

Fixtures shall be the manufacturer’s guaranteed label trademark indicating first quality.
All acid resisting enameled ware shall bear the manufacturer’s symbol signifying acid
resisting material.

C.

Vitreous china and acid resisting enameled fixtures, including stops, supplies and traps
shall be of one manufacturer by Kohler, American Standard, or Eljer, or equal. Supports
shall be Zurn, Smith, Josam, or equal. All fixtures shall be white. Faucets shall be
Speakman, Chicago, or equal.

D.

Fixtures shall be as scheduled on drawings.
1. Water Closet: High efficiency toilet, 1.28 gallon per flush, wall hung, vitreous china,
siphon jet. Manually operated 1.28 gallon per flush-flush valve.
2. Urinal: High efficiency 0.13 gallon per flush urinal, wall hung, vitreous china.
Manually operated 0.13 gallon per flush-flush valve.
3. Lavatory: Wall hung/countertop ADA lavatory with 0.35 GPM metering mixing faucet
programmed for 10 second run-time cycle.
4. Sink: ADA/MAAB stainless steel countertop sink with gooseneck faucet and 0.5
GPM aerator.
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5. Drinking Fountain: Barrier free, hi-low wall mounted electric water cooler, stainless
steel basin with bottle filling stations.
6. Janitor Sink: 24 x 24 x 10 Terrazo mop receptor Stern-Williams or equal.
7. Laboratory Sinks: Faucets with vacuum breakers and 0.74 GPM aerators.
8.

DRAINS
A.

9.

VALVES
A.

10.

12.

All water piping shall be insulated with snap-on fiberglass insulation Type ASJ-SSL,
equal to Johns Manville Micro-Lok HP.

CLEANOUTS
A.

Cleanouts shall be full size up to 4 in. threaded bronze plugs located as indicated on the
drawings and/or where required in soil and waste pipes.

B.

Cleanouts for Special Waste System shall be Zurn #Z9A-C04 polypropylene cleanout
plug with Zurn #ZANB-1463-VP nickel bronze scoriated floor access cover.

ACCESS DOORS
A.

13.

Locate all valves so as to isolate all parts of the system. Shutoff valves 3 in. and smaller
shall be ball valves, solder end or screwed, Apollo, or equal.

INSULATION
A.

11.

Drains are cast iron, caulked outlets, nickaloy strainers, and in waterproofed areas and
roofs shall have galvanized iron clamping rings with 6 lb. lead flashings to bond 9 in. in all
directions. Drains shall be Smith, Zurn, Josam, or equal.

Furnish access doors for access to all concealed parts of the plumbing system that
require accessibility. Coordinate types and locations with the Architect.

WATER HEATER
A.

Gas fired, high efficiency, condensing water heaters (600,000 BTUH total input), with
separate storage tank (300 gallon).
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FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS
NARRATIVE REPORT

The following is the Fire Protection system narrative, which defines the scope of work and capacities of
the Fire Protection system as well as the Basis of Design.
1.

CODES
A.

2.

DESIGN INTENT
A.

3.

All work is new and consists of furnishing all materials, equipment, labor, transportation,
facilities, and all operations and adjustments required for the complete and operating
installation of the Fire Protection work and all items incidental thereto, including
commissioning and testing.

GENERAL
A.

4.

All work installed under Section 210000 shall comply with the MA Building Code and all
state, county, and federal codes, laws, statutes, and authorities having jurisdiction.

In accordance with the provisions of the Massachusetts Building Code, a school building
of greater than 12,000s.f. must be protected with an automatic sprinkler system.

DESCRIPTION
A.

The new building will be served by a new 8 inch fire service, double check valve
assembly, wet alarm valve complete with electric bell, and fire department connection
meeting local thread standards.

B.

System will be a combined standpipe/sprinkler system with control valve assemblies to
limit the sprinkler area controlled to less than 52,000 s.f. as required by NFPA 13-2013.

C.

Control valve assemblies shall consist of a supervised shutoff valve, check valve, flow
switch and test connection with drain. Standpipes meeting the requirements of NFPA 142013 shall be provided in the egress stairwells and in the Stage area.

D.

All areas of the building, including all finished and unfinished spaces, combustible
concealed spaces, all electrical rooms and closets will be sprinklered.

E.

All sprinkler heads will be quick response, pendent in hung ceiling areas and upright in
unfinished areas.

F.

Fire department valves and cabinets will be provided on each side of the Stage in the
Building.

TEL 508-998-5700

FAX 508-998-0883
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5.

BASIS OF DESIGN
A.

The mechanical rooms, kitchen, science classrooms, and storage rooms are considered
Ordinary Hazard Group 1; stage is considered Ordinary Hazard Group 2; all other areas
are considered light hazard.

B.

Required Design Densities:
Light Hazard Areas:
Ordinary Hazard Group 1:
Ordinary Hazard Group 2:

C.

Sprinkler spacing (max.):
Light Hazard Areas:
Ordinary Hazard Areas:

D.
6.

Sprinkler piping 1-1/2 in. and smaller shall be ASTM A-53, Schedule 40 black steel pipe.
Sprinkler/standpipe piping 2 in. and larger shall be ASTM A-135, Schedule 10 black steel
pipe.

Fittings on fire service piping, 2 in. and larger, shall be Victaulic Fire Lock Ductile Iron
Fittings conforming to ASTM A-536 with integral grooved shoulder and back stop lugs
and grooved ends for use with Style 009-EZ or Style 005 couplings. Branch line fittings
shall be welded or shall be Victaulic 920/920N Mechanical Tees. Schedule 10 pipe shall
be roll grooved. Schedule 40 pipe, where used with mechanical couplings, shall be roll
grooved and shall be threaded where used with screwed fittings. Fittings for threaded
piping shall be malleable iron screwed sprinkler fittings.

JOINTS
A.

9.

A flow test must be performed to confirm capacity of Municipal water supply.

FITTINGS
A.

8.

225 s.f.
130 s.f.

PIPING
A.

7.

0.10 GPM over 1,500 s.f.
0.15 GPM over 1,500 s.f.
0.20 GPM over 1,500 s.f.

Threaded pipe joints shall have an approved thread compound applied on male threads
only. Teflon tape shall be used for threads on sprinkler heads. Joints on piping, 2 in. and
larger, shall be made up with Victaulic, or equal, Fire Lock Style 005, rigid coupling of
ductile iron and pressure responsive gasket system for wet sprinkler system as
recommended by manufacturer.

DOUBLE CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY
A.

Double check valve assembly shall be MA State approved, U.L./F.M. approved, with iron
body bronze mounted construction complete with supervised OS & Y gate valves and
test cocks. Furnish two spare sets of gaskets and repair kits.
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B.

Double check valve detector assembly shall be of one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Watts Series 757-OSY
Wilkins 350A-OSY
Conbraco Series 4S-100
Or equal
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
NARRATIVE REPORT
The following is the Electrical system narrative, which defines the scope of work and capacities of the
Power and Lighting system as well as the Basis of Design. The electrical systems shall be designed and
constructed for LEED for Schools where indicated on this narrative. This project shall confirm to LEED
Silver rating.
1.

CODES
All work installed under Division 26 shall comply with the Massachusetts State Building Code,
IBC 2009 Appendix 115AA - Stretch Energy Code and all local, county, and federal codes, laws,
statutes, and authorities having jurisdiction.

2.

DESIGN INTENT
The work of Section 260000 is indicated in this narrative report. All work is new and consists of
furnishing all materials, equipment, labor, transportation, facilities, and all operations and
adjustments required for the complete and operating installation of the Electrical work and all
items incidental thereto, including commissioning and testing.

3.

4.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS AND INTERACTIONS
A.

Classroom and corridor lighting will be controlled via “addressable relays”, which is
achieved through programming. The control of the relays shall be by automatic means
such as an occupancy sensor in each classroom and corridors.

B.

Exterior lighting will be controlled by photocell “on” and “schedule” for “off” operation.
The vehicle circulation area lighting will be controlled by “zones” and will have dimminglevel control.

C.

Emergency and exit lighting will be run through life safety panels to be on during normal
power conditions as well as power outage conditions.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEMS
A.

Electrical Distribution System:
1.

New construction service ratings are designed for a demand load of 10 watts/s.f.
The service capacity will be sized for 2000 amperes with 100% rating at 277/480
volt, 3, 4wire. New lighting and power panels will be provided to accommodate
respective loads. The service capacity will be sized for 20% spare capacity. The
service will be central to main building and feed other buildings. A single meter
will be used for entire site so that future PV will serve all loads on site.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
TEL 508-998-5700
FAX 508-998-0883
email: info@g-g-d.com
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B.

Interior Lighting System:
1.

Classroom lighting fixtures consist of indirect LED luminaries with dimming
drivers. The fixtures will be pre-wired for dimming control where natural daylight
is available and also for multi-level switching. Office lighting fixtures will consist
of similar fixtures to classrooms. Offices on the perimeter with windows shall
have daylight dimming controls. In existing building recessed LED panel fixtures
will be used.
In general lighting power density will be 40 percent less than IECC 2015. The
power density reduction relates to LEED for Schools Credit EAC1.

2.

Lighting levels will be approximately 30 foot candles in classrooms and offices.
The daylight dimming footcandle level will be in compliance with LEED for
Schools IEQ 6.1.

3.

Gymnasium and multi-purpose lighting will be comprised of direct LED fixtures
with dimming drivers. The fixtures will be provided with protective wire guards.
The light level will be designed for approximately 50 foot candles.
Daylight dimming will be provided within 15 feet of skylights or glazing. Daylight
dimming controls will be similar in operation to classrooms.

4.

Corridor lighting will be comprised of linear indirect lighting using LED light
source. The corridor light level will be designed for approximately 15 foot
candles. Corridor lighting will be on a schedule through the DDC system control
and only “on” during occupied hours. The corridor lighting will have two level
control.

5.

Cafeteria lighting will be LED fixtures with dimming drivers. The light levels will be
designed for approximately 20 foot candles.

6.

Kitchen and Servery lighting will consist of recessed 1 ft. x 4 ft. lensed and
gasketed LED panels. Light levels will be approximately 50 foot candles.

7.

Library lighting will consist of indirect fixtures with LED dimmable drivers. Light
levels will be approximately 30 foot candles.

9.

Each area will be locally switched and designed for multi-level controls. Each
classroom, office space and toilet rooms will have an occupancy sensor to turn
lights off when unoccupied. Daylight sensors will be installed in each room
where natural light is available for dimming of light fixtures. The manual controls
will allow user to dim each scene.

10.

The entire school will be controlled with an automatic lighting control system
using the DDC control system for schedule programming of lights.
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C.

D.

E.

F.

Emergency Lighting System:
1.

An interior 100 kW natural gas fuelled indoor emergency generator will be
provided. Emergency light fixtures and LED exit signs will be installed to serve
all egress areas such as corridors, intervening spaces, toilets, stairs and exit
discharge exterior doors. The administration area lighting will be connected to
the emergency generator.

2.

The generator will be sized to include life safety systems, boilers and circulating
pumps and communications systems.

Site Lighting System
1.

Fixtures for area lighting will be pole-mounted cut-off ‘LED’ luminaries in the
drop-off areas. The fixtures shall be per Town of Brookline standards. Pole
heights will be below 12 ft. The exterior lighting will be connected to the
automatic lighting control system for photocell on and timed off operation. The
site lighting fixtures will be dark sky compliant. The illumination level is 0.5 foot
candle minimum for parking areas in accordance with Illuminating Engineering
Society.

2.

Building perimeter fixtures will be wall mounted cut-off over exterior doors for exit
discharge.

Wiring Devices:
1.

Each classroom will have a minimum of (2) duplex receptacles per teaching wall
and (2) double duplex receptacles on dedicated circuits at classroom computer
workstations. The teacher’s workstation will have a double duplex receptacle
also on a dedicated circuit. Refer to drawings.

2.

Office areas will generally have (1) duplex outlet per wall. At each workstation a
double duplex receptacle will be provided.

3.

Corridors will have a cleaning receptacle at approximately 25 foot intervals.

4.

Exterior weatherproof receptacles will be installed at exterior doors.

5.

A system of computer grade panelboards with double neutrals and transient
voltage surge suppressors will be provided for receptacle circuits.

Fire Alarm System:
1.

A fire alarm and detection system will be provided with 60 battery back-up. The
system will be of the addressable type where each device will be identified at the
control panel and remote annunciator by device type and location to facilitate
search for origin of alarms. The control panel shall be manufactured by Notifier.

2.

Smoke detectors will be provided in open areas, corridors, stairwells and other
egress ways.
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G.

H.

5.

3.

The sprinkler system will be supervised for water flow and tampering with valves.

4.

Speaker/strobes will be provided in egress ways, classrooms, assembly spaces,
open areas and other large spaces. Strobe only units will be provided in single
toilets and conference rooms.

5.

Manual pull stations will be provided at exit discharge doors.

6.

The system will be remotely connected to automatically report alarms to fire
department via wireless master box.

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS):
1.

One (1) 24kw, three (3) phase centralized UPS systems will be provided with
battery back-up.

2.

The system will provide conditioned power to sensitive electronic loads,
telecommunication systems, bridge over power interruptions of short duration
and allow an orderly shutdown of servers, communication systems, etc. during a
prolonged power outage.

3.

The UPS systems will also be connected to the stand by generator.

Lightning Preventer System:
1.

Lightning preventer devices will be provided to provide coverage for the entire
building.

2.

The lightning preventer equipment will include lightning preventers, conductors,
conduits, fasteners, connectors, ground rods, etc.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS
The Electrical Contractor shall provide testing of the following systems with the Owner and
Owner’s representative present:
x
x
x
x
x

Lighting and power panels for correct phase balance.
Emergency generator.
Lighting control system (interior and exterior).
Fire alarm system.
Security system.

Testing reports shall be submitted to the engineer for review and approval before providing to the
Owner.
6.

OPERATION MANUALS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS:
When the project is completed, the Electrical Contractor shall provide operation and maintenance
manuals to the Owner.
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7.

RECORD DRAWINGS AND CONTROL DOCUMENTS:
When the project is completed, an as-built set of drawings, showing all lighting and power
requirements from contract and addendum items, will be provided to the Owner.

8.

COMMISSIONING
The project shall be commissioned per Section 018000 of the specifications.

9.

RENEWABLE ENERGY PROVISIONS
Provisions for a renewable energy system will consist of largest capacity (restricted by roof area)
grid connected photovoltaic PV system intended to reduce the facilities demand for electricity and
reduce carbon emissions. The photovoltaic system will be installed at a future date. The project
will be PV ready.

10.

SITE UTILITIES
The Electric, Telephone and Cable TV utilities will be underground for each system provided.

11.

CCTV
A Closed Circuit TV system will consist of computer servers with image software, computer
monitors and IP based closed circuit TV cameras. The head end server will be located in the
head end (MDF) room and will be rack mounted. The system can be accessed from any PC
within the facility or externally via an IP address. Each camera can be viewed independently.
The network video recorders (SAN) will record all cameras and store this information for 45 days
at 30 images per second (virtual real time).
The location of the cameras is generally on exterior building perimeter. The exterior cameras are
fixed type.
The system will fully integrate with the access control system to allow viewing of events from a
single alarm viewer. Camera images and recorded video will be linked to the access system to
allow retrieval of video that is associated with an event.

12.

INTRUSION SYSTEM
An intrusion system will consist of security panel, keypads, motion detectors and door contacts.
The system is addressable which means that each device will be identified when an alarm
occurs. The system is designed so that each perimeter classroom with grade access will have
dual tech sensors along the exterior wall and corridors, door contacts at each exterior door.

The system will include a digital communicator to summons the central station in the event of an
alarm condition.
The intrusion system will be connected to the automated lighting control system to automatically
turn on lighting upon an alarm.
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13.

CARD ACCESS
A card access system includes a card access controller, door controllers and proximity
readers/keypads. Proximity readers will be located at various locations. Each proximity reader
will have a distinctive code to identify the user and a log will be kept in memory. The log within
the panel can be accessed through a computer.
The alarm condition will also initiate real time recording on the integrated CCTV System. The
system may be programmed with graphic maps allowing the end-user to quickly identify alarm
conditions and lock/unlock doors.
The system is modular and may be easily expanded to accommodate any additional devices.
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TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS
NARRATIVE REPORT
The following is the Technology System narrative, which defines the scope of work and capacities of the
Communications system infrastructure and Security system as well as the Basis of Design.
1.

CODES
A.

2.

DESIGN INTENT
A.

3.

All work installed under Section 270000 shall comply with the Massachusetts Building
Code, IBC 2009, and all local, county, and federal codes, laws, statues, and authorities
having jurisdiction.

All work is new and consists of furnishing all materials, equipment, labor, transportation,
facilities, and all operations and adjustments required for the complete and operating
installation of the Technology and Security work and all items incidental thereto, including
commissioning and testing.

TECHNOLOGY
A.

The data system infrastructure will consist of fiber optic backbone cabling. Horizontal
wiring will consist of Category 6A UTP Non-Plenum rated cabling for both data and
telephone systems for gigabit connectivity.
The telephone infrastructure will
accommodate VOIP based voice systems. A new IP telephone system will be used.

B.

Each classroom will have 2 data outlets for student computers. Two data with video and
audio connections to a wall mounted touch screen monitor will be provided at teacher’s
station. A wall phone will be provided for communications with administration in each
classroom. Wireless access points will be provided in all classrooms and other spaces
with (2) CAT6A cables.

C.

A central paging system will be provided and integrated with the telephone system. The
speakers shall be IP and manufactured by Valcom.

D.

A wireless GPS/LAN based master clock system will be provided with 120V wireless
remote clocks that act as transceivers.

E.

The Main Distribution Frame (MDF) will contain all core network switching and IP voice
switch. Intermediate Distribution Frames (IDFs) will serve each floor/wing of the school.
A fiber optic backbone will be provided from each IDF to MDF. The backbone will be
designed for 10 Gbps Ethernet.

TEL 508-998-5700

FAX 508-998-0883

email: info@g-g-d.com
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4.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS
A.

The Technology and Security Contractors shall provide testing of the following systems
with the Owner and Owner’s representative present:
x
Telephone and data cabling
x
Fiber optic backbone cabling
x
Paging system
x
Wireless clock system
x
A/V wiring for classrooms
Testing reports shall be submitted to the engineer for review and approval before
providing to the Owner.

5.

OPERATION MANUALS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS:
A.

6.

RECORD DRAWINGS AND CONTROL DOCUMENTS:
A.

7.

When the project is completed, the Technology Contractor shall provide operation and
maintenance manuals to the Owner.

When the project is completed, an as-built set of drawings, showing all lighting and power
requirements from contract and addendum items, will be provided to the Owner.

COMMISSIONING
A.

The project shall be commissioned per Commissioning Section of the specifications.

1.6 Decision Path
At an early point in the process the design team proposed the
development of a comprehensive evaluation matrix to collect,
correlate, summarize and compare the diverse evaluation
criteria in one document. The evaluation matrix, having been
drafted by the design team, was then thoughtfully updated
as variety of relevant ideas and concerns came to light from
multiple sources from Brookline oﬃcials and neighborhood
stakeholders.
The following building test ﬁt alternatives, the commentary
which they have elicited from the wide range of stakeholders,
and the summary tool of the evaluation matrix are provided in
Section 3 of this report.
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2 Educational Program
School Program
The School Department has carefully considered alternative
school size conﬁgurations to best serve students in the
catchment area around the Baldwin site, as well as the needs
of Brookline as a whole. 3 and 4 section alternatives were
evaluated, as described in the draft education plan included in
Chapter 2.1. Superintendent Bott’s memo included in chapter
2.2 recommends a 3 section school with town-wide ELL and
SWD programs. This recommendation results in a proposed
645 student school, with spaces described in chapters 2.3 and
2.4.

2.1 Draft Education Plan - 12/12/16
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(#(()0.#0."#(!(&,(#(!.".#-&& ),#()/,-.,.!#*&(!)&-9


,))%&#(<- :N /,,#/&/'J #- ,. ,)-- && #-#*&#(- 1#."#( )/, &)& -.(,-6 &&
# )!%% $7 B -C9  ." ), /(,-.(#(! ( '-.,3L )  ." #
)!%% $ ( *3 *,.#/&, ..(.#)( .) *,-)(&#4.#)(6 ( ..(.#)( .) HG-. (./,3 -%#&&-
B9!96,#.#&."#(%#(!C6 #.-) #(B9!96, &.#)(C6-)#&').#)(&&,(#(!B9!96,-*.C6(
()(:)!(#.#0-%#&&-B9!96*,-0,(CM9


( #.#)(6 ." ,0#- -.,.!# *&( !)&- ,+/#, -"# .- #( )/, /,,#/&/'6 #(-.,/.#)(6 (
----'(. *,.#- #( ),, ), -./(.- .) +/#, ." "#!":*,#),#.3 -%#&&- ( --(.#&
%()1&! ( .) &)/,#-" #( "#!" -"))& ( -/ #( ." #!#.& !9 1(.3: #,-. (./,3
&,(#(!,+/#,-HG-.(./,3."#(!#(HG-.(./,3-"))&9"O."&'(.,3"))&-")/&
  &,(#(! (0#,)('(. .". -/**),.- ." &,(#(! (--,3 ), -./(.- .) *,*, ), ."
/./,9


()0,0#1) ,))%&#(<-/.#)(&*,)!,'- )&&)1-.".#(&/--,#*.#)(-) ")1."(1
-"))& /#&#(! 1#&& -/**),. ( *,)'). ."#- *!)!3 .) (& /- .) '. )/, !)& )  /&&3
*,*,#(!-./(.- ),."#, /./,-9


J**(#28

& $ # #6&##&& '#'(9,))%&#("-)'*,"(-#0 :
N/,,#/&/',)--&&-/$.- #(3." #)!%% $9 .#---(.#&.".*,(.-(."
)''/(#.3,1,) .",))%&#(/,,#/&/'9"!,&0&<-&##&& '#'(#(.,)/-."
#-#*&#((-/'',3) #'*),.(.)(.(.6-%#&&-6()(*.-#(.".#-#*&#((!,9
K**(#28#61# #)!%% $90,3-/$."- #
)!%% $A-..'(.-.". #(1".-./(.-1#&&%()1(&.))6 :N9
L**(#28-/-.)  #)!%% $,)--."-/$.-#(!,-G:K, #(-$$%
#)!%% $B C9./(.&,(#(!(!,)1.") " #-')(#.),6'-/,?-,#6
(,*),.)(."!,G:K,)!,--*),.-1#."."/-) ,/,#-9/,#--,#.")(.#(//') 
&,(#(! )," 9(.",/,#-6$%$ #(-!,&0&*,) ##(39
M**(#28 #%$$93)(."+/#-#.#)() #-#*&#(:-*# #)(.(.(-%#&&-6&&
-./(.-(.)%()1")1.)&,(#(0,#.3) -..#(!-(!))#.#4(9 #%$$
 #(-.) "#!":*,#),#.3-%#&&-.".,))%&#(0&/-!,.&3(6.", ),6'-/,-?-,#-)(."
# #$$! #%$9
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") &*+),+"'&
",-.."O."&'(.,3"))&1#&&-/**),.-./(.-.",)/!"0,#.3) ."#(!')&-8
):."#(!6 .' ."#(!6 &2#& !,)/*#(!6 -'&& !,)/* #(-.,/.#)(6 ( #(#0#/&#4
#(-.,/.#)(9,)!(#4-.".&&-./(.-&,(#(# ,(.13-6,.-6(.#' ,'-9).".
(6 ." O." &'(.,3 "))& (- .)  *.& 1#." #.- -. #(! -/**),.6 #(-.,/.#)(&
'."))&)!#-6(----'(.*,.#-9


(6.#,&0&-) #(-.,/.#)(*,)0#."!(,&/.#)( )/(.#)(#(&&&--,))'-9#."
"#!"+/&#.3#, #(-.,/.#)(*,)0#.)0,3-./(.0,336#, -/**),.*,)0##(-#
()/.-#) &--6(#, #(.,0(.#)(-.3*#&&3*,)0##(*/&&)/.),-*,.&--,))'9
-./(.')(-.,.-'#(?),-)#&?').#)(&?"0#),&)(,(--*#.."),)/!"
-*)(- .) (.,0(.#)( B C *,)/,-6 ." .", , ,- ." -./(. .) ." /#&#(! "#&
./3'BC9"-/**),.-.",-#(#'*&'(.#(!#.#)(&-.,.!#-9'.#(!-
,+/#,*,) --#)(&-* ),)&&),.#)(9



)',("& )+"*
(,& /.#)( .",-6 #( )&&),.#)( 1#." -*#& /.),- ( ).", #(-.,/.#)(&
-*#&#-.-6 .,'#(  0,#.3 )  !,)/*#(! '.")- .) '. ." #(-.,/.#)(& (- )  ."#,
-./(.-9 ,)/*#(! ( ,!,)/*#(! '.")- .% *& 1%&3 1#."#( &--,))'- ( ,)-- 
!, &0&9 (,& /.#)(6 -*#& /.#)(6 &#.,3 ( '." -*#&#-.-6   .",-6 (
 .",- )&&),. .) *,)0# .#, #(-.,/.#)( #( ." #(&/-#0 (0#,)('(.9 /&&)/.
#(-.,/.#)(#-*,)0# ),-./(.-1"),+/#,#.6-)(."#,#(.# #( ),#, -/**),.
),#, #(.,0(.#)(9,&0&&--,))'--")/&),!(#41#."#()'')("&&13-(
$(. &).#)(-9 &)- *,)2#'#.3 )  !, &0& &--,))'- ( ." (--,3 -'&& !,)/*
&,(#(!-*-#-,#.#&#(),,.)"#0.",+/#-#.)''/(#.#)(()&&),.#)( ),
0,#.3 )  !,)/*#(! '.")- #( !, &0& .'-9 #.#)(&&36 &--,))'- -")/& #(&/ -*-
1", -'&& !,)/*- )  -./(.- ( 1),% #(*((.&36 ,#0 #(-.,/.#)(& -/**),.6 (
*,.##*.#(#(.,0(.#)(-1#."#(."&--,))'9

,+"'&$!&'$' .
"()&)!3 ( #!#.& &,(#(! *&3 ( 0,:#(,-#(! ( ,#.#& ,)& #( ."#(! ( &,(#(!6
)." #(-# ( )/.-# )  -"))&-9 "()&)!3 *,)0#- ( )**),./(#.3 .) .,(- ),' &,(#(!6
1"(/-*/,*)- /&&39/,&--,))'-(.) &2#&(3('#-*-.".&&)1 ),&&
.3*- )  &,(#(!6 "0 ,&#& -- .) ." #!#.& ,-)/,- 0#&& .) ("( ."#(! (
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&,(#(!6 ( )*,. 1#." ( /(,-.(#(! )  ." **,)*,#. ,)&)  ."()&)!3 #( )/, -"))&-
(-./(.-<&#0-9


(,))%&#(61(0#-#)(."()&)!3#'*,)0#(!)/,#&#.3.)8
● )''/(#. ( )&&),. #( )/, -"))&-6 )/, )''/(#.36 ( ." 0)&0#(! !&)&
-)#.37
● 2#'#4 &,(#(! ), && -./(.- /-#(! ."(#+/- ( '.,#&- .". .% #(.) )/(.
0,3#(!%!,)/(-6*#&#.#-6(&,(#(!-.3&-7
● (-/,.".&&-./(.-).#(#!#.&&#.,3-%#&&-.".,,+/#,#(."HG-.(./,37
● ,.  1&&:#(.!,.6 &,(,:(., (0#,)('(. )/- )( #(+/#,3 #(.) (!!#(!
*,)&'-7
● (,#"(2.(*,) --#)(&&,(#(! ),&&.",-(#(-.,/.#)(&&,-7(6
● (&&&-"))&*,-)((&.) .#0&3()' ),.&3/-."()&)!3-."#(!(
'#(#-.,.#0.))&-).".'),,-)/,-(.#'( )/-)(."#(!-./(.-9


)&&),.#)(,)--.)1((-"))&*,.'(.-"-*,)/,.#0-)&/.#)(-1#."( ##&
)/.)'-6 ), 2'*&6 -.&#-"#(!  1#,&-- (.1),% .",)/!")/. ')-. )  ." -"))&7 *,)*,&3
#(-.&&#(! #(.,.#0 1"#.),- 1#." *,)$.),- #( -.,.!# #(-.,/.#)(& ,-7 ( ,.#(!
-* ), '#& -"))& -./(.- .) "0 )(!)#(! -- .)  -. )  )'*/.,- (, ."#,
&--,))'-9


" (1 #&#.3 1#&& -/**),.  0,#.3 )  #'*,)0'(.- #( ." -"))&<- ."()&)!3 #(&/#(!6 /.
().&#'#..)8'),,)/-.(,&#&1#,&--(.1),%.)-/**),.'/&.#*&0#-*,/-,7
'/&.#*&(-.,.!#&&3*&&.,#&)/.&.-(,)*- ),-3--6,&).#)((-./*7
-/ ##(. -* ), ."()&)!3 &)-.-7 ( 1&& *,)0#-#)( &--,))'- .". , #( ." /,,(.
-.(,9,*&((#(! ),."-.(,&,(#(!-*.)#(&/81#,&----*)#(.(
**,)*,#. (.1),% ,)*-7 0)# )0, #(.,(. *,).))& B C *")(7  ')/(.
*,)$.#)(?#(.,.#0 1"#.), 1#." ("( /#) -3-.'7 .1) BHC &--,))' -%.)*
)'*/.,-1#."-*%,-("*")(-7#-.,#.:#--/.",&*.)*7&--,))'.&.7(
)/'(. ',9 ",- -")/& "0 -- .) )(.,)& ( /.#&#4 '/" )  ."#- ."()&)!3
.",)/!"  -',. .", )(.,)& *(& 1#."  *),.- .". &&)1 ), -3 )/'(. ',
)((.#)(-6 #(.,.#0 1"#.), +/#*'(. )(.,)&-6 ( -*%,-9 #." ."#- - ." -.(,6
.",1#&&&,(#(!-*-."."0'),."()&)!3#(.",))'().",-*)--#&3&--9"
."()&)!3 #( ." ,))' -")/&  *((. )( ." /.#)(& !)&- ( /(.#)(& '(- ) 
."-*9
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!!''$,"$"& &!''$++"& *$**)''%
/#&#(!  (1 -"))& #( ." ,&3 HG-. (./,3 1"( )/, )''/(#.3 ( -)#.3 , '),
)(-#)/- ."( 0, )  ." &#. &( .1( (0#,)('(.& -/-.#(#&#.3 ( )(!)#(!
0&)*'(.*,)0#-()**),./(#.3.)"0."*"3-#&*&(.#.-& *&3-#!(# #(.,)&#(."
/&./,6 /.#)(& **,)" ( #&3 &#0- )  -./(.- ( .",-9 ".", #.<- .",)/!"
')(#.),#(! 1-. 1.,6 /(,-.(#(! ." -#( "#( *--#0 ( .#0 -)&, *)1,6 ),
-./3#(!)(-,0.#)('-/,-/#&.#(.)."(1/#&#(!6."*"3-#&*&(.(/-.)"&*
-./(.-&,()/.-#(6-/-.#(#&#.36(.%#(!,) ."(0#,)('(.9),2'*&6-#!(-
( 1),%#(! 2"##.#)(- ,. 3 -./(.- )/& #(.# 3 -#!( &'(.- .". ')(-.,.
,"#../,&6 -.,/./,&6 '"(#&6 ( !,( /#&#(! -.,.!#-9 ./(. .)/, !/#- )/& 
.,#(.)#(.,)/0#-#.),-.)."/#&#(!<- ./,-9%:) :.":")/--*-)/&/--
#(-.,/.#)(& -*- ), -./(.- ( -. 6 ( )/&  /- 3 .)1( /#&#(! ( '#(.((
-.  ), "(-:)( .,#(#(!9 ,))%&#(<- (1 &'(.,3 -"))& )/& -.( -  *"3-#&
')(-.,.#)( )  (0#,)('(.& -.1,-"#* ( #(()0.#)(6 *,)0##(!  &)& - -./3 ),
-/-.#(&-"))&)(-.,/.#)(9

#."."-"))&#(!$(..))/&,.#)(#.1#&&*,)0#--.)1#,(!) (./,&
"#..- .". (  2*&), 3 -./(.-6 *&3  (.,& ,)& #( ."#, /.#)(6 #'*. -./(.-<
..#./-.)1,--"))&(.",),(0#,)('(.9")/!". /&&3)((.#(!."-"))&!,)/(-
1#."."(./,&,-)/,-)(.")/&*,)*,.31#&&&&)1."-"))&.)8
• ,.  ,#", ."#(! (0#,)('(. ( (& */*#&- .) )((. ." (./,& 1),& .)
."#,#&32*,#(#(-"))&7
• ,.-(-) ,-*)(-##&#.3 ),((1,(--) (./,1#."#(."-"))&!,)/(-7
• ()/,!*/*#&-.)2*&),(/(,-.(#)#0,-#.3#(."#,&)&#.3(.)**,#.
."( ),(0#,)('(.&,)(!&)&&0&7(
• ()/,! */*#&- .) 0&/ ." -"))& !,)/(- -  *& .) *&36 2*&), ( '% 
)((.#)(1#."."(./,&1),&9
/,.",6 1 1)/& &#% .) )(-#, &0#(! -)' )  ." -"))& !,)/(- /( #(#-" ( &&)1 ."
-./(.-1")/&.#'.&3..(."#--"))&.)&("(#(." #(&-#!((0()(-.,/.#)(
) *),.#)() ."-"))&!,)/(-9
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& $"*! & , )+*0 "+).
" :N(!&#-" (!/!,.-*,)!,''*"-#4-2*&##.#(-.,/.#)(#(-.,.!#-) *,) ##(.
,,- ( 1,#.,- - 1&& - '(#(! /& 2*&),.#)( )  ." )(.(. )  (!/! ,.- (
&#.,./,9


,))%&#( 1- 1&& *)-#.#)( ), ." ')0 .) ." )'')( ), .. .(,-9 ",)/!" )/,
,#!),)/- ,)!,' 0#1 *,)--6 ( '#.#)/- :N &#.,3 #(#.#.#0 !( #( ." HFGF:HFGG
-"))& 3,9 "#- #(#.#.#0 *,)0#  -.,)(! )/(.#)( 1#." 1"#" .) '. ." '(- )  ."
(1 --"/-..- /,,#/&/' ,'1),%-9 " &#.,3 #(#.#.#06 &#% ." --"/-..-
/,,#/&/','1),%-6'*"-#4-,#(!(1,#.#(!#( #.#)((()( #.#)(9 (#.#)(6$/-.
- ." ,'1),%- ,+/#, -./(.- .) , .2.- . 0, #(,-#(! &0&- )  # #/&.36 ."
,))%&#(#(#.#.#0"- )/-)(*,)0##(!-./(.---.).2.!,#(..".-/**),.-."#,
,#(!"#0'(.9


#.,3 #(-.,/.#)( #( ,))%&#( #- !/# 3   %&&  %#* #, # /86 
)'*,"(-#0 ( .#& -,#*.#)( )  -./(. *,) ##(3 #( &#.,3 #( ." &'(.,3 (
'#&!,-9() ."'(3-.,(!."-) ."#-!/##-.",) #(#.#)()  %#* #6
#(&/#(!8


●
●
●
●
●
●
●

(.,.#0:&)/( #.,./,#-/--#)(
",(, ),'(#(!
,#.#(!)/.#(!
,#.#(!
,&6#-/&6("()&)!#&)''/(#.#)(
")(#-6*&&#(!6(),./3
/##(!B-'&&:!,)/*,#(!#(-.,/.#)(C


"/&- ), !,- G A K , &.  #&36 /(#(.,,/*. &#.,3 &)% )  OF:GHF '#(/.-9 /,#(!
."#- #(-.,/.#)(& &)%6 -./(.- ,#0 -'&& !,)/* ,#(! #(-.,/.#)( ,)' ."#, &--,))'
.",- ( '3 *,.##*. #(  0,#.3 )  &(!/! ,.- &,(#(! (.,-6 &&)1#(! -./(.- .)
, #(,#(!(1,#.#(!-%#&&-9./(.-1"),#0.,!.&#.,3#(.,0(.#)(-)-))/.-#
)  ."#- .#'9 (.,0(.#)(- '3  *,)0# 3 )( )  ." O." &'(.,3 "))&<- &#.,3
-*#&#-.-6-*#&/.),6),( .",9


( !,- L:N6 .  '#(#'/'6 -./(.- "0  #&3 KF:LF '#(/. &)% )  (!&#-" (!/! ,.-
#(-.,/.#)(9 ./(.- ,+/#,#(! #.#)(& -/**),.- ( &#.,3 #(.,0(.#)( ,#0 .,!.
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#(-.,/.#)( ,)'&--,))'.",-6-*#&/.),-(
'#(/.#(-.,/.#)(&&)%-"39

.",-/,#(!-#!(.JK:KK:


",- /- '/&.#*& ----'(.- .) '-/, -./(. *,)!,--6 #(&/#(! ." #
$$$$% *$% BC6 ,/((#(! ,),- ( )-,0.#)(& ().-9 ( !, &0& . '.#(!-6
.",- 2'#( 1")& &-- ( -'&& !,)/* #(-.,/.#)(& #'*&#.#)(-6 - 1&& - #(.# 3
-./(.-(0&)**&(- ),#(#0#/&&#.,3#(.,0(.#)(-9#,.1)#(.,0(.#)(#(&/-."
' %#* %#'% 3 4( '#*B!,GC9


&.")/!" ')-. )  ." ,#(! ( 1,#.#(! #(-.,/.#)( .%- *& 1#."#( ." &--,))'
(0#,)('(.6 -'&&, 1),% ,- , (--,3 .) #&#.. #(#0#/&#4 #(-.,/.#)(6 #(&/#(!
)."G8G(-'&&!,)/*-..#(!- ),))%#-/--#)(-()( ,,#(!9 (#.#)(6-'&&1),%,-
, ( .) -/**),. #(#0#/& ( -'&& !,)/* !(,& /.#)( #(.,0(.#)(- #( ,#(! (
1,#.#(!6 #(-# ( )/.-# ." &--,))'9 " O." &'(.,3 "))&<- &#.,3 -*#&#-.- (
)"-&-)() #-*#(1"#"*&((#(!6)"#(!6#,.#(-.,/.#)(6(#(.,0(.#)((
.%*&9"#--*-")/&*,.) )() ."!,&0&"/- ), /&.3(-. -,#
&)1#(.",) --#)(& ,(#(!(",&((#(!-.#)(9




")).0 "&+)
"-"))&&#,,3?'#(.,,'#(-(#(.!,&*,.) ."&,(#(!(-"))&)''/(#.3#(
,))%&#( -"))&-9 " &#,,3?'# (., -")/&  *& #( ." /#&#(! -) .". #. #- -#&3
--#& 3 &--,))'- (  &,! ()/!" .) )''). '/&.#*& &--- . )(9 0#(!
')01&&3)(#(!,*)-#.),3 ),))%-(,.&)!-6."'#(.,?&#,,3(.
-().",&,(#(!"/.".*,)0#---.),-)/,-(.))&---(.#&.)&,(#(!#(."HG-.
(./,39 " &#,,3?'# (., (- .) *,)0# &,! !,)/* ( -'&& !,)/* &,(#(! -*-
.".&&)1 ),)."+/#.()&&),.#01),%9&2#&-*1#."')0&(0,# /,(#./,
1#&&&&)1(/',)/-)( #!/,.#)(- ),1),%(&,(#(!9* ),)'*/.,-(-3--.)
."()&)!#&0#--")/&*,0&(.1"#&.."-'.#'.",#-( ),-*-1",
-./(.-(/-()(:."(#&0#-)' ),.&3(1#.")/.#(!#-./,9",-")/&
( &&)1( ), #(.!,. ) # -*6 1),%,))'6 ( -.),! -* .)  /- 3 ." &#,,3
'#(.,-. (0)&/(.,-9 (,))%&#(&'(.,3-"))&-6#.#-.3*#&.)"0))%,))'
#(.!,.#(.)."&#,,3.".#-)0,-(3."&#,,#(1",&---.-) ))%-,0#&&
),.",-.)-- ),."#,&---(,#(!!,)/*-91&&:*,)0#-#)(-"))&))%,))'#-
 0#.& &'(. )  )/, &#.,3  ),.-9 3)( /- 3 -./(.- ( /.),-6 ." &#,,3?'#
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(., ), ( $)#(#(! -* .". #- #(.!,. #(.) ." &#,,3?'# (., 1#&&  /- -
)''/(#.3'.#(!-* ),."(-#'#&,)''/(#.3:-),!(#4.#)(-9




+!%+"*
"!)&) ."'."'.#-*,)!,'#(,))%&#(#-.)'.."(-) &&&,(,--).".."3
)',#.#&*,)&'-)&0,-(, &.#0."#(%,-)/.'."'.#-#()/,0)&0#(!!&)&6
."()&)!#&6 ( #!#.& 1),&9  &-) -% .) -.#'/&. #(.,-. ( /,#)-#.3 #( ." #& ) 
'."'.#-.)0&)*-./(.-<*--#)((#(.,-.#('.",,9


" '."'.#- *,)!,' #- !,)/( #( ." HFGG --"/-..- /,,#/&/' ,'1),%- ),
."'.#-6 #( )." .(,- ), ."'.#& )(.(. ( ." .(,- ), ."'.#&
,.#9 ,))%&#(<- .,(-#.#)( .) ." (1 -.(,- -.,. 1#." )/- ..(.#)( )( -./(.-<
&,(#(!.",)/!"."#!"..(,-) ."'.#&,.#9 (#.#)(6 ),-./(.-#( :K61
#(,- ." )/- )( ." ,#.#& ,- )  ! '&, #.#)(6 -/.,.#)(6 '/&.#*&#.#)(6
#0#-#)(6 ,.#)(-(#'&-1#."('*"-#-)(/(,-.(#(!(**&#.#)(9


"')-. .#0#(-.,/.#)( ),#(:*."'.")(.(.(&#,...(.#)(.)'."'.#&
*,.#-*&-# ,(.,+/#,'(.-)(."*"3-#&-*9 (-.,/.#)(0,#-6#(."..",,
)**),./(#.#- ),#(#0#/&&,(#(!6*#,-(-'&&!,)/*-6(1")&:&--#(-.,/.#)(9",-
(."-*.)"(!-#(-.,/.#)("(!-A /,(#./,-#&3,)( #!/, ),# ,(.!,)/*-6
."()&)!3-#&3'*&)3.",)/!")/..",))'6'*&-*-).".-./(.-(-*,)/.(
/-0,#.3) )$.-.)'(#*/&.(-."'."6*,)$.#)(1#.",)/-. (.,(.--.)
-")1,&:&# **&#.#)(-(-#'/&.#)(-62'*&-) '."'.#&')&-6(-",#(!-./(.
1),%9 **,)*,#.6 -  ( -/, -.),! -* #- &-) ,#.#& .) )''). ." 0,#)/-
'(#*/&.#0'.,#&-.".-./(.-/-.)2*&#(."#,'."'.#&."#(%#(!(*,)&'-)&09


"(-) ."*"3-#&-*#( :K ),'.",'#,,),#(."'#&!,-9 (!,-L:N6
-./(.-)(.#(/."#-*,)!,--#)(.)!)'.,36&!,6*,)#&#.3(-..#-.#-6!#( )/-)(
-./(. &,(#(! ( **&#.#)(9 ,))%&#( .",- /- #(-.,/.#)(& '.,#&- ,)' ")-(
/,,#/&6-1&&-.")-0&)*3."."*,.'(..)&#!(1#.".")(.(.(*,.#
-.(,-9",-/.#&#4#(-.,/.#)(&*,.#-('."'.#&2*,#(-.".,--#&
.) &&6 ( *,)0# )**),./(#.#- ), && -./(.- .) (!! #( '(#(! /& '."'.#-9 ", ,
)**),./(#.#-.)1),%1#.").",.",-.)#(.!,.."#-#*&#(-("#!"&#!".*,)$.:
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./(.- , -/**),. ( "&&(! #( 0,#)/- 13- .",)/!" .", )&&),.#)( 1#." ."
*#&#-.-9 (#.#)(61,*#&).#(!*.&/(#0,-&-,(#(!----'(.-(#(-.,/.#)(&
-/**),.*,)!,'-#(# ,(.!,-,)--."-"))&-9"#-1#&&"&*/-.,!.-./(.:&,(#(!
(-,)--."/(#.-) ."'."/,,#/&/'(,)--&&!,-9


./(.- 1") -")1 '-.,3 )  !, &0& -.(,- (!! #( 2.(-#)(- .". &&)1 ."' .)
#(0-.#!. '." )(*.- '), *&39 &-)6 1#." ." -/**),. )  (,#"'(. ( "&&(!
/**),.BC.",6.",-1#&&(!!-./(.-#("&&(!#(!/."(.#*,)$.-.".,+/#,
 * /(,-.(#(! )  ." .)*#9 - 1#." && ).", 2'*&-6 ."#- .3* )  ,.#0 #(0-.#!.#)(
,+/#,- &2#& /.#)(& -*-9 ./(.- &-) "0 )**),./(#.#- .) (!! #( )(&#(
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(-.)&,!()/!".)&&)1 ),0,#)/--./(.!,)/*#(!-(-./(.')0'(.9
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().))%-6-#(.# #.))&-("#!"+/&#.3'#B))%-60#)()(&#(,-)/,-C--#&.)
&& &,(,-9 " /,,#/&/' #(.!,.- -#(?(!#(,#(! )(.(.6 -#( ( (!#(,#(!
*,.#-6(,)--/..#(!)(*.-(#-&#!(1#."."(1--"/-..-#("()&)!3
( (!#(,#(! /,,#/&/' ,'1),%- .". , - )( ." (.#)(& 2. (,.#)( #(
.(,-9 &-) #( (  ),. .) #(-*#, -./(.- .) ."#(% )  ."'-&0- - -#(.#-.- ( (!#(,-
(.), &.)(")1."3/--#(?(!#(,#(!*,.#-.",)/!")/.."#,&,(#(!1/.#&#4
."./,) #(/,,#/&/'1",-./(.-,--+/-.#)(--/"-8".#--#(;")
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().))%-6-#(.# #.))&-("#!"+/&#.3'#B))%-60#)()(&#(,-)/,-C--#&.)
&& &,(,-9 " /,,#/&/' #(.!,.- -#(?(!#(,#(! )(.(.6 -#( ( (!#(,#(!
*,.#-6(,)--/..#(!)(*.-(#-&#!(1#."."(1--"/-..-#("()&)!3
( (!#(,#(! /,,#/&/' ,'1),%- .". , - )( ." (.#)(& 2. (,.#)( #(
.(,-9 &-) #( (  ),. .) #(-*#, -./(.- .) ."#(% )  ."'-&0- - -#(.#-.- ( (!#(,-
(.), &.)(")1."3/--#(?(!#(,#(!*,.#-.",)/!")/.."#,&,(#(!1/.#&#4
."./,) #(/,,#/&/'1",-./(.-,--+/-.#)(--/"-8".#--#(;")
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&.")/!" -./(.- 1#&&  ='%#(!> B-)&0#(! ,& 1),& *,)&'- 3 ,.#(! -)&/.#)(-C #( ."#,
&--,))'-6-.(:&)('%,-*B(/*.0,-#)() (#(/-.,#&,.--")*C#-(.)
&&)1 -./(.- .) "0  *& .) 2.( ."#, *,)$.-9 "#- -* 1#&& *,)0#  )'')( ,
1", -./(.- )  && !- ( '.  ),6 /,#(! ),  ., -"))& .) )&&),. ( */,-/
*,)&'- .". , )  #(.,-. .) ."'9 "#- -* 1#&& ( .)  +/#** 1#." -#(%-6 -#!(
."#(%#(!1&&- ),,),#(!#-(+/-.#)(-6.))&-6.))&1&&-6-1#(!'"#(-6.9-1&&-
-*- ),&*.)*-9
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"/) #(0(.#)(6,.#)(6#-)0,36#(+/#,36(-",#(! ),-./(.-) 1#,(!) #(.,-.-
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!)!,*"36 )()'#-6 (  ( 1),& "#-.),39 &)(! 1#." )(.(.6 .",- , 0&)*#(!
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)((.#)(-6 #(.,.#0 1"#.), +/#*'(. )(.,)&-6 ( -*%,-9 ( #.#)(6 .",- (
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2.2 Superintendent Recommendation Memo


The Public Schools of Brookline
Brookline Town Hall
333 Washington Street, 5th Floor
Brookline, Massachusetts 02445
617.730.2401
Andrew J. Bott
Superintendent
4 
 4
4
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2.3 Draft Program Bubble Diagram
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2.4 Draft Space Summary
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CORE ACADEMIC SPACES
Pre-Kindergarten w/ toilet
Kindergarten w/ toilet
General Classrooms - Grades 1-5
General Classrooms - Grades 6-8
Teacher Planning Grades 3-8
Science Classroom / Lab
Prep room
World Language Classrooms
Small Group Rooms
Small Group Rooms - Grades K-2
Small Group Rooms - Grades 3-5
Small Group Rooms - Grades 6-8
Small Group Room / Literacy Specialists
Literacy and Math Specialist
Literacy Specialist K-2
Literacy Specialist 3-5
Literacy Specialist 6-8
Small Group/ Math Specialists
Math Specialist K-2
Math Specialist 3-5
Math Specialist 6-8
Enrichment Challenge Support
ELL Small Classroom
ELL Typical Classroom
Teacher Planning ELL
Project Areas

ROOM TYPE

+ District-Wide SWD Program
+ District-Wide ELL Program

3 Section School

3
3
15
9
18
2
1

8

3
3
6
6

150

400
900
50
400

# OF RMS

1,200
1,200
900
900
50
1,200
120

ROOM
NFA

1,200
2,700
300
2,400

1,200

40,020
3,600
3,600
13,500
8,100
900
2,400
120

area totals

PROPOSED

Grade 3-8 Common Project Areas

Page 1 of 7

231

Education Plan Page 24

9

2
2
0
1
3

3
3
3

157
150
150

215
155
0
230
297

3
3
2

1,193
133
850

1
2
2

2
5
25
15

# OF RMS

1,225
1,174
890
891

ROOM
NFA

2,080

430
310
0
230
890

170
310
300

470
450
450

3,580
400
1,700

55,710
2,450
5,870
22,250
13,370

area totals

DEVOTION
(For Reference)

1,200
80

1,200
1,200
950
950

2
2

3
15
9

31

# OF RMS

2,400
160

28,960
3,600
14,250
8,550

area totals

MSBA GUIDELINES
(For Reference)

ROOM
NFA

= Change from MSBA Template
= Renovation Space at Devo

170
155
150

Education Plan Page 8

1 period / day / student

900 SF min - 1,000 SF max

1,100 SF min - 1,300 SF max

Comments

Brookline 9th Elementary - Proposed Space Summary

DRAFT Brookline 9th Elementary Program
3/30/2017

Comments

Therapeutic Learning Center Large Group 6-8
Therapeutic Learning Center Small Group 6-8
Therapeutic Learning Center Chill Out 6-8
Therapeutic Learning Center Relax 6-8
Comprehensive Learning Center 6-8
Comprehensive Learning Center Chill Out 6-8
Shared CLC/ LC Office 6-8

Page 2 of 7

360
200
80
100
400
70
110

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

# OF RMS

360
400
80
100
400
70
110

60
60

450
380
90
80
380
70
100
360
400
80
100
410
70
110

10,980

area totals

DEVOTION
(For Reference)

ROOM
NFA

60
60

8,780
2,700
1 per cluster
150
180
150
De-Escalation Room (page 26)
3,600
Education Plan Page 26
200

area totals

Self-Contained SWD - Grades K-2 toilet
Self-Contained SWD - Grades 3-5 toilet
Self-Contained SWD - Grades 6-8

3
3
3
3
4
4

# OF RMS

450
190
90
80
380
70
100
360
200
80
100
410
70
110

900
50
60
50
900
50

ROOM
NFA

PROPOSED

Therapeutic Learning Center Large Group K-2
Therapeutic Learning Center Small Group K-2
Therapeutic Learning Center Chill Out K-2
Therapeutic Learning Center Relax K-2
Comprehensive Learning Center K-2
Comprehensive Learning Center Chill Out K-2
Shared CLC/ LC Office K-2
Therapeutic Learning Center Large Group 3-5
Therapeutic Learning Center Small Group 3-5
Therapeutic Learning Center Chill Out 3-5
Therapeutic Learning Center Relax 3-5
Comprehensive Learning Center 3-5
Comprehensive Learning Center Chill Out 3-5
Shared CLC/ LC Office 3-5
Self-Contained SWD - Grades 1-5 toilet

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SWD Classroom PK-8
SWD Classroom Teacher Planning
SWD Classroom PK-8 toilet
De-Escalation Room
Learning Center
Learning Center Teacher Planning

ROOM TYPE

+ District-Wide SWD Program
+ District-Wide ELL Program

3 Section School

5
5

950
60

# OF RMS

300

7,550
4,750

area totals

MSBA GUIDELINES
(For Reference)

ROOM
NFA

= Change from MSBA Template
= Renovation Space at Devo
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1
1
1

1

1

150
950
150

250

300

300

250

150
950
150

Page 3 of 7

Listed In Admin and Guidance

Education Plan Page 25

Education Plan Page 27
Education Plan Page 27
Education Plan Page 27

147
1,090
150
100
60
390
130
170
150
150
150
170
280
70
80
430

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

440
1,090
150
100
60
390
130
170
150
150
150
170
280
70
80
430

400
450

940
400

60

area totals

ROOM
NFA

500

500
1
1

2
1

1

# OF RMS

400
450

60

ROOM
NFA

Learning Center 5-6
Learning Center 7-8
Small Group Room / Reading
Speech
OT / PT
Special Ed Team Facilitator
Special Education Team Clerk
Special Education Records
Special Education Waiting
Special Education Conference
Special Education Conference
BCBA
TLC Social Worker
Psychologist
Psychologist
Psychologist / Social Worker Conference
Psychologist / Social Worker Safe Room
Psychologist / Social Worker Testing
Psychologist / Social Worker Waiting
Life Skills Store

Comments

500

area totals

2

1

2

# OF RMS

1,000

500

1,000

area totals

MSBA GUIDELINES
(For Reference)

470
400

# OF RMS

DEVOTION
(For Reference)

Learning Center K-2
Learning Center 3-4
Resource Room - Grades 6-8

ROOM
NFA

PROPOSED

Self-Contained SWD - Grades 6-8 toilet
Resource Room - Grades 1-5

ROOM TYPE

+ District-Wide SWD Program
+ District-Wide ELL Program

3 Section School

= Change from MSBA Template
= Renovation Space at Devo

DRAFT Brookline 9th Elementary Program
3/30/2017

1,000
1,200
150
1,500
1,200
75
200
3,200
1,600
110

950
1,400

6,000
210
80
160
400
3,000
950

VOCATIONS & TECHNOLOGY
Tech Clrm. - (E.G. Drafting, Business)
Tech Shop - (E.G. Consumer, Wood)

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Gymnasium
Gym Storeroom
Gym Storeroom
Health Instructor's Office w/ Shower & Toilet
Locker Rooms - Boys / Girls w/ Toilets
Small Gym
Fitness Classroom

ROOM
NFA

1
1
1
1
0
1
1

1
1

1
1
2
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

# OF RMS

Page 4 of 7

10,400
6000 SF Min. Size
6,000
210
80
160
0
3,000
Education Plan Page 18
950
Education Plan Page 18

6,120
210
80
220
420
2,990

910
2,060

2,350
950
Fab Lab
1,400
Maker Space

ROOM
NFA

1,020
1,180
160
1,810
1,185
80
280
3,780
1,600
130

Comments

1
1
1
2
2
1

1
1

2
1
3
1
2
4
1
1
1
1

# OF RMS

10,680
6,120
210
80
440
840
2,990

2,970
910
2,060

13,990
2,040
1,180
480
1,810
2,370
320
280
3,780
1,600
130

area totals

DEVOTION
(For Reference)

10,310
1,000
1,200
300
1,500
1,200
0
200
Education Plan page 17
3,200
1,600
110

area totals

PROPOSED

ART & MUSIC
Art Classroom - Grades 1-5
Art Classroom - Grades 6-8
Art Workroom w/ Storage & kiln
Band / Chorus - 100 seats
Music Classroom / Large Group - 25-50 seats
Music Practice / Ensemble - Grades 1-5
Music Practice / Ensemble - Grades 6-8
Multipurpose Room
Stage
Multipurpose Chair Storage

ROOM TYPE

+ District-Wide SWD Program
+ District-Wide ELL Program

3 Section School

1
1
1
2

6,000
150
160
1,000

1
1

1

1,600

1,200
2,000

1
1
2
1
1
3
1

1,000
1,200
150
1,500
1,200
75
200

# OF RMS

160
2,000

8,310
6,000
150

3,200
1,200
2,000

1,600

7,225
1,000
1,200
300
1,500
1,200
225
200

area totals

MSBA GUIDELINES
(For Reference)

ROOM
NFA

= Change from MSBA Template
= Renovation Space at Devo
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MEDICAL
Medical Suite Toilet
Nurses' Office / Waiting Room
Examination Room / Resting
Examination Room / Resting

Cafeteria / Dining (3 seatings) / Multi-Use
Kitchen
Kitchen Office
Kitchen Storage
Kitchen Toilet
Kitchen Custodial
Chair / Table / Equipment Storage
Staff Lunch Room

DINING & FOOD SERVICE
Cafeteria / Dining (2 seatings)

Media Center/Reading Room
Media Center Office
Media Book Room

MEDIA CENTER

ROOM TYPE

+ District-Wide SWD Program
+ District-Wide ELL Program

3 Section School

60
250
100

4,000
1,990
70
60
200
30
430
273

3,505
140
170

ROOM
NFA

1
1
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1

# OF RMS

60
250
300

610

4,000
1,990
70
60
200
30
430
0

6,780

3,505
140
170

3,815

area totals

PROPOSED

Page 5 of 7

In Teacher's Work Room

200 SF for first 300 + .333 SF/student Add'l

1600 SF for first 300 + 1 SF/student Add'l

Education Plan Page 31

2 seatings - 15SF per seat

Comments

100
290
190
70

5,100
1,790
70
60
200
30
540

4,860
140
170

ROOM
NFA

1
1
1
2

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
0

1
1
1

# OF RMS

100
290
190
140

720

5,100
1,790
70
120
200
30
540

7,850

4,860
140
170

5,170

area totals

DEVOTION
(For Reference)

1
1
3

1
1

430
273

60
250
100

1

1

1

1,990

5,175

3,505

# OF RMS

610
60
250
300

430
273

1,990

7,867
5,175

3,505

3,505

area totals

MSBA GUIDELINES
(For Reference)

ROOM
NFA

= Change from MSBA Template
= Renovation Space at Devo
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150
150

World Language Office
METCO Office

CUSTODIAL & MAINTENANCE
Custodian's Office
Custodian's Toilet / Shower
Custodian's Workshop
Custodian's Storage
Storeroom
Recycling Room / Trash
Receiving and General Supply
Network / Telecom Room
Outdoor Storage
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

120
298
375
460
400
330
200
80

2
1

3
3
3

500
250
250

Teachers' Mail and Time Room
Duplicating Room
Records Room
Supervisory / Spare Office

General Office / Waiting Room / Toilet
Conference room

General Waiting Room
Guidance Office
Guidance Storeroom
Professional Learning and Teacher Planning
Teachers' Work Room
Small Conference Room
Specialist Collaborative Workspace

# OF RMS

1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
4
1

ROOM
NFA

298
375
460
400
330
200
80

2,263
120

300
150

1,500
750
750

5,686
375
0
115
0
425
249
100
0
122
115
100
600
35

area totals

PROPOSED

375
125
115
115
425
249
100
147
122
115
100
150
35

ADMINISTRATION & GUIDANCE
Principal's Office w/ Conference Area
Principal's Secretary / Waiting
Assistant Principal's Office - AP1
Assistant Principal's Office - AP2

ROOM TYPE

+ District-Wide SWD Program
+ District-Wide ELL Program

3 Section School

Page 6 of 7

Education Plan Page 29
Education Plan Page 29
Education Plan Page 29
Education Plan Page 29

2 Guidance, 1 Psych, 1 Soc. Worker

Includes Duplicating Room
Included in Mail Room

Includes Principal's Secretary

In General Office

Comments

120
90
450
470
668
270
380
390
80

310
150

1,010

130
110
120
305
40

140
230
870
300
370

350

ROOM
NFA

1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
0
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
2
2

# OF RMS

4,920
120
90
450
470
2,670
270
380
390
80

310
150

1,010

4,920
350
0
280
230
870
300
370
0
130
110
120
610
80

area totals

DEVOTION
(For Reference)

298
375
460
400
330
200

150

495

375
125
115
115
425
249
100
147
122
115
100
150
35

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1

# OF RMS

298
375
460
400
330
200

2,213
150

495

3,003
375
125
115
425
249
100
147
122
115
100
600
35

area totals

MSBA GUIDELINES
(For Reference)

ROOM
NFA

= Change from MSBA Template
= Renovation Space at Devo
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Grossing factor (GFA/NFA)

Total Building Gross Floor Area (GFA)

2

Proposed Student Capacity / Enrollment

Total Building Net Floor Area (NFA)

Soule Gym
Soule Environmental Ed Center

OTHER
Other (specify)
Extended Day Storage
Extended Day Office
PTO
Staff Showers
Mechanical / Emer Generator

ROOM TYPE

+ District-Wide SWD Program
+ District-Wide ELL Program

3 Section School

3,800
800

420
250
60
90

ROOM
NFA

GSF new

1
1

1
1
1
2

# OF RMS

1.48

142,857

690

96,525

3,800
800

420
250
60
180

5,510

area totals

PROPOSED

Page 7 of 7

In Grossing Factor

Comments

1
1
1
2
1

# OF RMS

(MSBA - 156,882)

(MSBA - 104,588)

420
320
380
90
11,820

ROOM
NFA

1.50

196,979

1,010

131,030

420
320
380
180
11,820

13,120

area totals

DEVOTION
(For Reference)

# OF RMS

1.50

108,666

690

72,444

0

area totals

MSBA GUIDELINES
(For Reference)

ROOM
NFA

= Change from MSBA Template
= Renovation Space at Devo
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3 Proposed List of Preliminary Alternatives
3.1 Preliminary Alternatives “A-E”
Common Elements
Among the ﬁve approaches that were studied all share certain
common elements. These include:
1 - The positioning of a new gymnasium structure at the
southern boundary shared with the Soule Park in order to
facilitate interaction between the schools and the parks
athletic activities and also to allow for connection between
the school and the proposed Soule Recreation Gymnasium
for economy and programmatic ﬂexibility.
2 - The distribution and location of building massing to
best prepare for possible preservation of existing mature
trees.
3 - The creation of an at-grade parking area and drop-oﬀ
to be shared with Soule Recreation activities together with
various improvements to the Soule property including an
enlarged athletic ﬁeld. This parking and drop-oﬀ location
also recommends a consistent location for the school’s
main entrance at the southeast corner of the Baldwin
school property.
4 - The location of a new continuous connecting drive
along the east property boundary.
5 - Except for Option “C”, orientation of the majority of
classrooms to the south and north to optimize classroom
daylighting and mechanical systems.
6 - The placement of the school’s main cafeteria and
learning commons in conjunction with open recess space
to be located in the area of the existing tennis courts.
7 - General conformance to the zoning constraints
including requirements for FAR, open-space and
landscaped space proportions, yard setbacks and, for the
most part, height restriction calculations.

Initial Site Analysis
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N

EXISTING PARKING
5,980 FT2
EXISTING SOULE E.E.C.
790 FT2

EXISTING UPPER
ROAD TO PARKING
3,990 FT2
EXISTING SOULE
GYM FOOTPRINT
3,570 FT2

EXISTING LOWER ROAD
17,800 FT2

EXISTING UPPER PARKING
12,440 FT2

EXISTING PARKING
8,650 FT2
EXISTING CONNECTOR ROAD
10,000 FT2
EXISTING UPPER PLAYFIELD
45,270 FT2

Soule Site - Existing Conditions

25’ SETBACK
FROM STREET

OAK STREET

HEATH STREET

40’ SETBACK
FROM PROPERTY LINE
(AVERAGED)

25’ SETBACK
FROM STREET

30’ SETBACK
FROM PROPERTY LINE

PLAYFIELD

PROPERTY
LINE

NE W
SOULE
GYM

Baldwin Site - Zoning Setbacks
(Option D Example Shown)
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HEATH STREET

BALDWIN SITE
PROPERTY LINE

EXISTING MATURE
TREES TO REMAIN

SOULE SITE
PROPERTY LINE

NEW SOULE GYM +
ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION CENTER

SHARED ENTRANCE
COURTYARD FOR NEW
SOULE GYM AND SCHOOL
(W/BENCH SEATING)

NEW
SIDEWALK

ATH
EET

STR

PICNIC SHELTER
W/6 PICNIC TABLES

D
OA

HE

HA
MM
ON
DS
TRE
ET

PLAY AREA

C

YR
AR

NEW 106 CAR
SHARED PARKING
AND DROP OFF

NEW
SIDEWALK

EXISTING
SIDEWALK

STONE STEP SEATS
ON SLOPE

EXISTING
PLAYFIELD

RESTORED
TERRACE AND
STEPS

EXISTING
PLAYGROUND
EXISTING
PLAYGROUND

SOULE SITE
PROPERTY LINE

EXPANDED
PLAYFIELD

WO

OD

LAN

DR

OAD

PICNIC SHELTER
W/8 PICNIC TABLES

Revised Soule Site Improvements

SYMBOL
INDICATES NEW
PATHWAY
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Option A - Perspective

Option “A”- “Double-loaded Bars
The mass is arranged into three roughly parallel solar-oriented
bars. Each double loaded bar represents the majority of one
of the school’s cohorts - lower school, elementary school and
middle school. The three bars are connected by a serpentine
path of classroom corridors. In a later version requested by the
School Building Committee, these connecting classrooms were
aligned into a single row along the east property boundary
in order to reduce travel distances and improve wayﬁnding.
At the same time the space between the lower school and
elementary school wings was enclosed to become a protected
courtyard for the younger children. The large glass-enclosed
learning commons fronts onto a public open-space with the
intent of preserving several of the existing large Oaks which
give the property so much of its character today.
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Option A (800 Student) - Aerial View

Option A (800 Student) - Site Plan
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Option A (645 Student) - Aerial View

Option A (645 Student) - Site Plan
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Option B - Perspective

Option “B”- “Winter and Summer Gardens”
In this bi-nuclear scheme, two diﬀerent varieties of shared open
space serve the younger children on the one hand and the
older on the other. The younger children’s classrooms surround
a garden courtyard. The older children’s educational spaces are
gathered around a glass roofed wintergarden atrium which also
becomes the overall school’s shared learning commons. The
two groupings are separated by a U-shaped public courtyard
surrounding the old oaks. The elementary cohort, grades three
through ﬁve, connects the two.
After review by the School Building Committee, this alternative
was not selected for further development because:
•
The classrooms have suboptimally varied orientations to
the sun.
•
The assignment of cohort to building mass is less clear
than it is in several of the other options.
•
Classroom wings are predominantly single loaded
corridors which suggests four, rather than three, classroom
wings to be spread across the site.
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Option B (800 Student) - Aerial View

Option B (800 Student) - Site Plan
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Option C - Perspective

Option “C”- “Radiating Wings”
Given the various demanding site constraints, the team
explored the possibility of moving away from the criteria of
solar orientation to the possibilities of greater eﬃciency and
massing distribution along the length of the site. The resulting
“X”-shaped building. The scheme has many advantages in
terms of program organization, bringing the entrance to the
center of the site where it is more equidistant from the various
sub communities within the building. Similarly, the learning
commons would be at the intersection of the wings in a central
location. Two triangular-shaped forecourts frame the approach
from both sides of the building to the central entrance and
learning commons. Three wings house the cohorts while for
the fourth houses administration and shared core spaces.
After review by the School Building Committee, this alternative
was not selected for further development because:
•
The classrooms have suboptimally varied orientations to
the sun.
•
The long walls of its massing area less sensitive to
residential context
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Option C (800 Student) - Aerial View

Option C (800 Student) - Site Plan
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Option D - Perspective

Option “D”- “Solar Hemi-cycles”
(Preferred Option)
This arrangement orients three curved classroom wings
correctly to the sun while at the same time providing a
distinct identity for each of the school’s three cohorts. By
curving the wings, the broken down massing of the building
is able to present the reduced scale of its end elevations
to the surrounding residences and residential streetscape.
Unlike option “A”, the cohorts are connected not by classroom
corridors but by two shared common spaces-a major learning
commons which joins the middle school to the elementary
school, and a minor collaboration space which connects the
elementary school to the primary school. The southernmost
classroom wing which also houses the central administration
swings away from the property line to allow for an outdoor
gathering place around the building entry.
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Option D (800 Student) - Aerial View

Option D (800 Student) - Site Plan
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Option D (645 Student) - Aerial View

Option D (645 Student) - Site Plan
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Option E - Perspective

Option “E”- “Shared Courtyard”
Similar to option D, two curved classroom wings are oriented
to the sun. However here, the third block of classrooms is
oriented East and West stretching to connect the other two.
The northernmost wing is also extended to protect a semienclosed younger children’s playspace which is also contiguous
with the primary central outdoor space. A large glass-enclosed
learning commons is associated primarily with the main
entrance and the middle school classroom aggregation.
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Option E (800 Student) - Aerial View

Option E (800 Student) - Site Plan
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Option E (645 Student) - Aerial View

Option E (645 Student) - Site Plan
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PROJECTEVALUATIONCRITERIA
1 TotalProjectCost
2 Traffic
3 OpenSpace
4 ImpacttoNeighbors
5 SafetyͲOutsideSchoolBuilding
6 SecurityͲInsideSchoolBuilding
7 EducationPlanEnhancement
8 ClassroomShapesandAdjacencies
9 CohortConfiguration
10 BeneficialRelationshipwithSoule
11 CommunityUse
12 FlexibilityofUseͲFutureUse
13 LEED/Sustainability/Daylighting
14 BuildingMassing/SiteCoverage
16 MEPAccommodation
17 AthleticUse
18 Deliveries
19 ScheduleDuration/Risk
20 SiteRemediation
21 HazardousMaterialRemoval
22 LongtermMaintenance/RepairCost
23 OperatingCost
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3.2 Draft Evaluation Matrix

3.3 Preferred Option
While each of the schemes had its positive attributes, the
school building committee rapidly narrowed its attention to
three schemes, options “A”, “D” and “E”. The revised option
“A” or “A.1” oﬀered the attraction of a protected courtyard for
the youngest children but had the disadvantage of utilizing
an active classroom corridor as a main passageway from one
end of the building to the other. The same row of classrooms
along a north-south corridor route also had the disadvantage
of positioning a large portion of the building in a sub optimal
relationship to the sun.
Option “E” was appreciated for the welcoming aspect of its
convex entrance façade but posed the same challenges in
terms of allocating a large portion of its classrooms to a poorly
oriented wing, both in terms of solar orientation and in terms
of its massing relationship to abutting neighbors. Perspective
views of both “A” and “E” revealed large uninterrupted façades
being presented to the residential context. Whereas, option
“D” allows for a more broken up aspect which seemed to
many to be more compatible with the neighborhood. The
school district also weighed in with a preference for internal
connections which utilize shared common space rather than
pushing traﬃc through classroom zones. The proposal of
having connected major and minor commons areas was also
considered an advantage of this scheme.
In the end Option “D” was designated as the preferred path for
further design investigation during the upcoming schematic
design phase for its neighborhood sensitivity, technical/
sustainability advantages and for its concordance with the aims
of the district’s educational program.
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3.4 Feasibility Study Cost Estimates

Brookline Schools
Baldwin Site Options
Brookline, MA
March 10, 2017
Feasibility Study Estimate

Architect:
Jonathan Levi Architects
266 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 437 9458

Cost Estimator:
Daedalus Projects Incorporated
112 South Street
Boston, MA 02111
(617) 451 2717
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Brookline Schools
Brookline, MA

Project Description:
Analysis and comparison of Pre-Schematic Baldwin Site Feasibility Options
Option A.1 700 students, 142,000gsf
photovoltaics, new bus drop off, new access road, new playfield, 4 story building
double-height learning commons with skylight roof
Option D Phase 1: 700 students, 142,000gsf
photovoltaics, new bus drop off, new access road, new playfield, 4 story building in fan shaped mass/formation
(2) double-height learning commons with skylight roof
Option E Phase 1: 700 students, 142,000gsf
photovoltaics, new bus drop off, new access road, new playfield, 4 story building in irregular shaped mass/formation
double-height learning commons with skylight roof
Demolition: applies to all Options
existing Baldwin School 7,000gsf, Soule Gym 5,000gsf, Environmental Ed Center 800gsf
Soule Site Work: applies to all Options
demolish Gym, drop-off loop and parking lot, expanded artificial turf playfields

Project Particulars:
Design Package prepared by Jonathan Levi Architects
Revised GSF received March 3, 2017
Geotechnical Engineering Data Report dated February 15, 2017 prepared by McPhail Associates, LLC
Brookline Cost Estimate Set received January 17, 2017
Alternative Soule Site Work Options received January 20, 2017
Existing Conditions Plan of Land received January 17, 2017 prepared by Hancock Associates
Existing Conditions Plan Soule Playground received January 17, 2017
Detailed quantity takeoffs where possible from design documents
Daedalus Projects, Inc. site visit to Subject sites
Daedalus Projects, Inc. experience with similar projects of this nature
Acquisition Costs based on Assessed value + 25%

Project Assumptions:
The project will be by a Construction Manager under Chapter 149A CM at Risk Contract
The project will be publicly bid to pre-qualified Trade Contractors
Our costs assume that there will be at least three subcontractors submitting unrestricted bids in each sub-trade
Unit rates are based on current dollars escalated to mid-point of construction and utilizing prevailing wage labor rates
Subcontractor's markups are included in each unit rate. These markups cover field and home office overhead and
subcontractor's profit
No occupancy during construction
Operation during normal working hours
Noise and vibration disturbances are anticipated and will be minimized
Anticipated start of construction Spring 2018
Escalation allowance has been carried in the Main Summary at a rate of 3½% per year to start of construction
Brookline Schools Concept Mar 10.xlsx
Printed 3/10/2017
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Brookline Schools
Brookline, MA

Estimate Exclusions:
Work beyond the boundary of this Project
Police details and street/sidewalk permits

Brookline Schools Concept Mar 10.xlsx
Printed 3/10/2017
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Brookline Schools
Baldwin Site Options

STUDY MAIN SUMMARY
OPTION

BASE

SIDEWALK

TOTAL

Option A.1 700 students, 142,000gsf

$83,105,000

$1,257,000

$84,362,000

Option D Phase 1: 700 students, 142,000gsf

$83,454,000

$1,257,000

$84,711,000

Option E Phase 1: 700 students, 142,000gsf

$82,276,000

$1,257,000

$83,533,000

Brookline Schools Concept Mar 10.xlsx
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Baldwin Site Options

BALDWIN SITE STUDY COST DETAILS
ELEMENT
8

QUANTITY UNIT

UNIT RATE

COST

Option A.1 700 students, 142,000gsf

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Property line limit of disturbance, site prep, selective demo
Abatement
Demolish existing building; Baldwin School
Bulk earthwork, disposal
rock excavation
New access road, signage
street curb crossing
new drop off lane
site pavement light pole
Stormwater management - allowance provided
water main service
sanitary drain system
electrical service
New school construction, 4 story
perimeter foundations
slab on grade, spread footings
structure
exterior closure, shades; 70% brick, 30% glazed
roofing
skylight at Learning Commons
interior construction, finishes
stairs
monumental stair
elevators
plumbing
fire protection, HVAC, electrical
photovoltaic energy source
equipment; audio/visual, food service, gym, kiln
New playfield
Restore site improvements and plantings
site lighting
Escalation allowance from now to proposed start of construction
Project Soft Costs
Add Soule Sitework
Option A.1 700 students, 142,000gsf Total

115,300 GSF
AL
1
84,000 CFT
CY
9,400
CY
4,100
SY
771
1 LOC
SY
606
FIX
2
AL
1
LF
250
LF
250
LF
250
GSF
142,000
LF
2,930
SF
67,770
142,000 GSF
SF
94,645
SF
61,640
SF
6,130
142,000 GSF
FLT
10
FLT
4
8 STOP
FIX
240
142,000 GSF
SF
40,000
LS
1
11,935 GSF
23,200 GSF
LS
1
4%
21%
LS
1

$5.00
$500,000.00
$0.85
$40.00
$75.00
$135.00
$10,000.00
$200.00
$7,500.00
$400,000.00
$75.00
$50.00
$200.00

$576,500
$500,000
$71,400
$376,000
$307,500
$104,099
$10,000
$121,244
$15,000
$400,000
$18,750
$12,500
$50,000

$550.00
$20.00
$37.50
$92.00
$30.00
$125.00
$92.50
$30,000.00
$53,000.00
$50,000.00
$9,500.00
$104.00
$125.00
$500,000.00
$10.00
$8.00
$50,000.00
$59,127,745
$61,401,079
$8,809,000

$1,611,610
$1,355,396
$5,325,000
$8,707,340
$1,849,191
$766,263
$13,135,000
$300,000
$212,000
$400,000
$2,280,000
$14,768,000
$5,000,000
$500,000
$119,350
$185,602
$50,000
$2,273,334
$12,894,227
$8,809,000
$83,105,000

45
46
47
48
49
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Brookline Schools
Baldwin Site Options

BALDWIN SITE STUDY COST DETAILS
ELEMENT
50

QUANTITY UNIT

UNIT RATE

COST

Option D Phase 1: 700 students, 142,000gsf

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Property line limit of disturbance, site prep, selective demo
Abatement
Demolish existing building; Baldwin School
Bulk earthwork, disposal
rock excavation
New access road, signage
street curb crossing
new drop off lane
site pavement light pole
Stormwater management - allowance provided
water main service
sanitary drain system
electrical service
New school construction, 4 story
perimeter foundations
slab on grade, spread footings
structure
exterior closure, shades; 70% brick, 30% glazed
roofing
skylight at Learning Commons
interior construction, finishes
stairs
monumental stair
elevators
plumbing
fire protection, HVAC, electrical
photovoltaic energy source
equipment; audio/visual, food service, gym, kiln
New playfield
Restore site improvements and plantings
site lighting
Escalation allowance from now to proposed start of construction
Project Soft Costs
Add Soule Sitework
Option D Phase 1: 700 students, 142,000gsf Total

115,300 GSF
AL
1
84,000 CFT
CY
13,400
CY
6,800
SY
771
1 LOC
SY
606
FIX
2
SF
1
LF
250
LF
250
LF
250
GSF
142,000
LF
2,770
SF
65,435
142,000 GSF
SF
94,645
SF
58,235
SF
7,200
142,000 GSF
FLT
10
FLT
4
8 STOP
FIX
240
142,000 GSF
SF
40,000
LS
1
11,935 GSF
25,536 GSF
LS
1
4%
21%
LS
1

$5.00
$500,000.00
$0.85
$40.00
$75.00
$135.00
$10,000.00
$200.00
$7,500.00
$400,000.00
$75.00
$50.00
$200.00

$576,500
$500,000
$71,400
$536,000
$510,000
$104,099
$10,000
$121,244
$15,000
$400,000
$18,750
$12,500
$50,000

$550.00
$20.00
$37.50
$92.00
$30.00
$125.00
$92.50
$30,000.00
$53,000.00
$50,000.00
$9,500.00
$104.00
$125.00
$500,000.00
$10.00
$8.00
$50,000.00
$59,405,619
$61,689,637
$8,809,000

$1,523,445
$1,308,690
$5,325,000
$8,707,340
$1,747,041
$899,975
$13,135,000
$300,000
$212,000
$400,000
$2,280,000
$14,768,000
$5,000,000
$500,000
$119,350
$204,285
$50,000
$2,284,018
$12,954,824
$8,809,000
$83,454,000

87
88
89
90
91
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BALDWIN SITE STUDY COST DETAILS
ELEMENT
92

QUANTITY UNIT

UNIT RATE

COST

Option E Phase 1: 700 students, 142,000gsf

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

Property line limit of disturbance, site prep, selective demo
Abatement
Demolish existing building; Baldwin School
Bulk earthwork, disposal
rock excavation
New access road, signage
street curb crossing
new drop off lane
site pavement light pole
entrance courtyard on grade at Level Two
Stormwater management - allowance provided
water main service
sanitary drain system
electrical service
New school construction, 4 story
perimeter foundations
slab on grade, spread footings
structure
exterior closure, shades; 70% brick, 30% glazed
roofing
skylight at Learning Commons
interior construction, finishes
stairs
monumental stair
elevators
plumbing
fire protection, HVAC, electrical
photovoltaic energy source
equipment; audio/visual, food service, gym, kiln
New playfield
Restore site improvements and plantings
site lighting
Escalation allowance from now to proposed start of construction
Project Soft Costs
Add Soule Sitework
Option E Phase 1: 700 students, 142,000gsf Total

115,300 GSF
AL
1
84,000 CFT
CY
13,400
CY
6,800
SY
771
1 LOC
SY
606
FIX
2
SF
7,930
SF
1
LF
250
LF
250
LF
250
GSF
142,000
LF
2,340
SF
58,815
142,000 GSF
SF
91,450
SF
53,975
SF
4,840
142,000 GSF
FLT
10
FLT
4
8 STOP
FIX
240
142,000 GSF
SF
40,000
LS
1
11,935 GSF
24,225 GSF
LS
1
4%
21%
LS
1

$5.00
$500,000.00
$0.85
$40.00
$75.00
$135.00
$10,000.00
$200.00
$7,500.00
$20.00
$400,000.00
$75.00
$50.00
$200.00

$576,500
$500,000
$71,400
$536,000
$510,000
$104,099
$10,000
$121,244
$15,000
$158,594
$400,000
$18,750
$12,500
$50,000

$550.00
$20.00
$37.50
$92.00
$30.00
$125.00
$92.50
$30,000.00
$53,000.00
$50,000.00
$9,500.00
$104.00
$125.00
$500,000.00
$10.00
$8.00
$50,000.00
$58,467,950
$60,715,916
$8,809,000

$1,286,835
$1,176,290
$5,325,000
$8,413,363
$1,619,238
$604,988
$13,135,000
$300,000
$212,000
$400,000
$2,280,000
$14,768,000
$5,000,000
$500,000
$119,350
$193,799
$50,000
$2,247,966
$12,750,342
$8,809,000
$82,276,000

130
131
132
133
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Brookline Schools
Baldwin Site Options

BALDWIN SITE STUDY COST DETAILS
ELEMENT
134

QUANTITY UNIT

UNIT RATE

COST

Soule Site Work: applies to all Options

135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154

Carried in Base Estimate Options details above
Property line limit of disturbance, site prep, selective demo
Demolish existing building; Soule Gym, Environmental Ed Center
Bulk earthwork, disposal
rock excavation
New drop-off and parking, permeable, signage
street curb crossing
site pavement light pole
Concrete sidewalk
4' rolled aggregate asphalt pathway
New artificial turf playfield
New tree buffer
Stone step seats on slope
750sf picnic shelter w/6 picnic tables
Restore site improvements and plantings
site lighting
Escalation allowance from now to proposed start of construction
Project Soft Costs
Soule Site Work: applies to all Options Total

405,000
5,800
8,000
15,000
7,121
1
7
3,040
1,067
92,180
425
5
1
236,089
1
4%
21%

GSF
CFT
CY
CY
SY
LOC
FIX
SF
SY
SF
LF
SET
SET
GSF
LS

$4.00
$0.85
$40.00
$75.00
$145.00
$10,000.00
$7,500.00
$5.00
$100.00
$7.50
$500.00
$15,000.00
$95,250.00
$6.25
$180,000.00
$6,836,530
$7,279,380

$1,620,000
$4,930
$320,000
$1,125,000
$1,032,577
$10,000
$52,500
$15,200
$106,667
$691,350
$212,500
$75,000
$95,250
$1,475,556
$180,000
$262,850
$1,528,670
$8,809,000

$1,000,000.00
$1,000,000
$1,038,448

$1,000,000
$38,448
$218,074
$1,257,000

155
156
157

Sidewalk Remediation

158

Sidewalk remediation
Escalation allowance from now to proposed start of construction
161 Project Soft Costs
162 Sidewalk Remediation Total
159
160

1
4%
21%

AL

163
164
165
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